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1. OVERVIEW 

2007-2008 projects 
Out of 61 projects approved by the Board in November 2007 with a total budget of US$1,657 million, 60 are 
completed or programmed to be finished during 2008. Only one project in Nicaragua could not be initiated 
because conditions to build were not in place. Another project in Indonesia was reduced from US$ 50.000 
approved to US$ 30.000 because the original proponent (JRS) was changed to another agency. For one 
project in South Africa we only funded the first phase because conditions to receive the second transfer were 
not met by the proponent. Finally, another project (66/07: Shelter for IDP´s in Khartoum & Wau, Sudan) for 
JRS Sudan was funded directly by Fr. Josse in February to help during a critical emergency. The average cost 
of implemented projects was US$26.839. 98% of the funds approved were spent, as shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1  
Development of 2007-2008 housing projects  

  projects approved  nº implement funds approved funds released % implement
Latin America  20 19 491.463 481.463 98,0%
Africa (a) 20 (+ 1) 21 544.034 524.034 96,3%
Asia  22 22 621.690 621.690 100%
Total  62 61 1.657.188 1.637.188 98,2%

a) Project 66/07(JRS, Sudan) for US$ 20.000 was financed directly by Fr. Josse. It is not included in this table.   
 

2008-2009 projects  
Again this year our call for projects had a very impressive result, for we received 112 projects totalizing 
US$5,552 million. A shortlist of best projects is presented in Chapter 3 to be considered by the Board.  The pre 
selection was implemented in 3 phases: i) first all projects that were not complete (without a detailed budget or 
a clear description of items to be funded) were discarded; ii) among eligible projects we then selected those 
that more clearly address the focus of SELAVIP which is helping the poorest of poor. The total amount of funds 
requested by proponents of these projects was over 2,6 million); iii) finally, a detailed analysis of each project 
budget and other considerations - such as the feasibility of achieving quantitative goals- made possible to 
adjust the funds to an amount that is reasonable for each project. 1   The distribution per region can be seen in 
Table 2.  

Table 2  
2008-2009 projects  

Nº projects Funds suggested (US$) % of total  US$ per project
Latin  America 19 463.333 30,4 24.386
Africa 18 576.714 37,8 32.051
Asia  17 484.014 31,8 28.471
Total  53 1.524.261 100,0 28.760

 Follow up  
We are gradually consolidating an active and permanent contact with almost all project teams by internet. On 
our side, some procedures were developed to make sure that this communication is effective. Agreements 
now clearly state responsibilities, activities and conditions to develop the projects. For the first time we are 
mentioning in each agreement the role of the Van der Rest- Emsens Foundation, a fact that has made the 
funding process clear to our partners on the field. We are also asking for preliminary conditions to be met 
before applying for release of funds, and in many cases finance in 2 phases. This may have implied more work 
to the Foundation in Brussels and in some cases slightly delayed the projects timing but funds are now 
transferred when they are needed on the field. Standard forms were also prepared in Spanish and English for 
intermediate and final reports. On the other hand, our partners also are more open to share their experience 
during the process and to ask for technical assistance. Internet has proved to be a powerful tool to keep in 
touch and to establish a SELAVIP network with many of our collaborators.  
 
Considering the positive results of visiting more projects to see on the site how they are implemented, this year 
we increased this activity. Fr. Josse, Lidia and Joan could visit projects to assess the context and problems 
faced. Maybe the most important gain of field visits is personal contact with partners on the field; once we get 
to know each other it is much easier to stay in touch by internet later. Countries visited during 2008 were: i) in 
Latin America, Paraguay and Venezuela; ii) in Africa, DR Congo, South Africa and Cameroon; iii) in Asia, 
Thailand, Cambodia, Indonesia and The Philippines. For all these visits reports are available.  
                                            
1 The total reduction of funds for these pre selected projects was 42%; reductions for Latin American, Africa and Asia were 46%, 37% and 
45%, respectively. 
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Other activities  
Fr. Josse and Joan have been lecturing in academic, professional and international centers in Chile, 
Venezuela, Paraguay, Cape Town, Kinshasa, Manila and Philippines describing the activities developed by 
SELAVIP, the philosophy that inspires us and lessons that can be learned to improve programs and policies at 
a national level. The approach to the shelter of the poorest that is inspired by Fr. Josse´s thoughts and was 
developed and refined through almost 4 decades in multiple projects is now recognized in most countries as a 
conceptual and operational framework that is unique and inspiring to agencies working in this field. Thus, the 
impact of SELAVIP in various areas is becoming more visible. The role of these lectures is very important to 
change the conventional way of understanding the housing problem among younger generations. Therefore 
this activity should continue even if it takes an important amount of effort and time.  
 
We are also happy to inform that SELAVIP now has an office in Hogar de Cristo headquarters that is equipped 
with basic facilities to carry on our work. Being part of Hogar de Cristo also benefits our work in an atmosphere 
where all efforts are devoted to help the poorest of poor. People working in Hogar de Cristo now understand 
better what we do and are very interested in our work around the world. An important advantage of being part 
of Hogar de Cristo is that we can use its excellent infrastructural, administrative and technical resources. 
Financing all operational costs is now being done by the usual procedures of Hogar de Cristo, a fact that 
contributes to transparency as to the use of the funds that the Board assigns to Josse and Joan.    
 
In this context we received assistance from the Department of Computer Science of Hogar de Cristo and could 
access technical resources available. An important step forward was possible: the structural update of our 
website www.SELAVIP.org based on experience gained during the operation of the original site. This made 
possible to introduce some functional and formal changes to make it even more efficient and friendly to work in 
close collaboration with our partners in diverse countries.  

Regions and countries 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2009 
 
The map indicates the approximate location of projects financed by SELAVIP during 2007 and 2008, and those 
we are proposing for 2009.  
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF 2007- 2008 PROJECTS 
   Approved Sent Status  
  LATIN AMERICA (11 COUNTRIES)  491.463 481.463   

1/07 ARGENTINA/Cordoba FONDO SOLIDARIO  5.500 5.500 Completed 
2/07 ARGENTINA-Cordoba SEHAS  20.000 20.000 In progress 
3/07 BOLIVIA/COCHABAMBA PROHABITAT/INPADE 30.000 30.000 In progress 
4/07 BOLIVIA-COCHABAMBA SUMAQ KAWSAY 20.000 20.000 In progress 
5/07 BRASIL/RIO UMP Rio de Janeiro 14.500 14.500 No report 
6/07 BRASIL/BAHIA UMP Bahia  25.000 25.000 No report 
7/07 BRASIL/S.L.MARANHAO Cooperative Canudos 8.766 8.766 No report 
8/07 BRASIL-BAHIA DISOP- ACOPAMEC 25.226 25.226 No report 
9/07 BRASIL-RIO  DISOP-CAMPO 21.871 21.871 No report 

10/07 COLOMBIA/CARTAGO Corp.Diocesana 59.900 59.900 Completed 
11/07 ECUADOR  Viviendas H. de Cristo  20.000 20.000 Completed 
12/07 GUATEMALA  ISMUGUA  45.000 45.000 Completed 
13/07 HAITI  America Solidaria 30.500 30.500 Completed 
14/07 NICARAGUA/MANAGUA HABITAR 20.000 20.000 Completed 
15/07 NICARAGUA/MASAYA FUNDESONIC 20.000 20.000 Completed 
16/07 NICARAGUA/MASAYA MASINFA 15.000 15.000 Completed 
17/07 NICARAGUA/MATEARE URBE 10.000 0 Suspended. 
18/07 PANAMA/PANAMA JRS PANAMA 20.200 20.200 In progress 
19/07 PARAGUAY/ASUNCION COBAÑADOS-CIPAE 35.000 35.000 Completed 
20/07 PERU/LIMA MORAY 45.000 45.000 Completed 

  AFRICA (7 COUNTRIES)   544.034 524.034  
21/07 BURUNDI  Maison Shalom 30.000 30.000 No report 
22/07 BURUNDI/BUJUMBURA Diocese of Muyinga  45.000 45.000 Completed 
23/07 BURUNDI/BUJUMBURA Miss.d Afrique Burundi 25.000 25.000 Completed 
24/07 CAMEROUN  AGIR CAMEROUN 25.000 25.000 No report 
25/07 CAMEROUN/Yaoundé CIAH.Cameroun 11.000 11.000 Completed 
26/07 CAMEROUN/YAOUNDÉ CONGEH 8.500 8.500 Completed 
27/07 MALAWI  CCOD 40.000 40.000 In progress 
28/07 RD CONGO/KINSHASA Grandissons Ensemble 22.000 22.000 Completed 
29/07 RD CONGO/UVIRA BOSSE 40.000 40.000 Completed 
30/07 RD CONGO /BUKAVU APSDI 40.000 40.000 Completed 
31/07 RD CONGO/Kinsagani OSAPY 15.000 15.000 No report 
32/07 RD CONGO/GOMA ABEM 35.000 35.000 No report 
33/07 RD CONGO, GOMA En Avant les Enfants  30.000 30.000 Completed 
34/07 RD CONGO/KINSHASA CDDC 25.000 25.000 In progress 
35/07 SOUTH AFRICA  BESG 20.000 20.000 In progress 
36/07 SOUTH AFRICA  UTSHANI FUND 40.000 20000 Reduced 
37/07 SOUTH AFRICA  PEP 40.000 40.000 Completed 
38/07 ZIMBABWE/Kariba  HPZ 20.000 20.000 In progress 
39/07 ZIMBABWE/HARARE Dialogue on Shelter  25.000 25.000 In progress 
65/07 MOZAMBIQUE / new DISOP 7.534 7.534 No report 

  ASIA (10 COUNTRIES)   621.690 601.690  
40/07 BANGLADESH/DHAKA  Shelter  for the poor 59.950 59.950 Completed 
41/07 CAMBODIA UPDF 55.000 55.000 Completed 
42/07 CAMBODIA+BANGLADESH   LOCOA 30.000 30.000 In progress 
43/07 CAMBODIA +PHILIPPINES  COHRE 18.700 18.700 Completed 
44/07 INDIA/COCHIN  CSSS  30.000 30.000 Completed 
45/07 INDIA /KERALA Payyavoor Community 25.000 25.000 Completed 
46/07 INDIA/KERALA QSSS  25.000 25.000 Completed 
47/07 INDONESIA Ellacuria Foundation 50.000 30.000 In progress 
48/07 MONGOLIA ECC 13.000 13.000 Completed 
49/07 MONGOLIA  UDRC 30.000 30.000 Completed 
50/07 NEPAL  Lumanti Support Gr. 20.000 20.000 Completed 
51/07 NEPAL  CARITAS and JRS 49.400 49.400 Completed 
52/07 PAKISTAN URC 17.200 17.200 In progress 
53/07 PHILIPPINES  UPA 15.618 15.618 Completed 
54/07 PHILIPPINES  FORGE 39.200 39.200 Completed 
55/07 PHILIPPINES  VASPHI 20.000 20.000 Completed 
56/07 PHILIPPINES  FDUP 20.000 20.000 Completed 
57/07 PHILIPPINES Fr. Leoni Mission 13.070 13.070 In progress 
58/07 PHILIPPINES PAGTAMBAYAYONG 20.552 20.552 In progress 
59/07 SRI LANKA /Hambantota CSLDC 35.000 35.000 In progress 
60/07 SRI LANKA  Fr. Egerton Perera 5.000 5.000 Completed 
61/07 VIETNAM  ENDA VIETNAM 30.000 30.000 Completed 

  ALL PROJECTS   1.657.187 1.607.187  
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Latin America  
01/07 ARGENTINA/Cordoba Housing improvement
US$5.000.- Fondo Solidario para la Vivienda & La Salle Community

La Salle Community organized a revolving fund directed 
by a Council of 10 women to improve housing. They 
successfully managed to improve 13 houses in a process 
that started in May and finished in October. A training 
program was also implemented that will continue operating 
in the community.  A personalized support was given to 
each family by members of the organization during the 
building process.  The person in charge of assisting each 
beneficiary helped to buy the building materials and to 
supervise the building process. All participant families are 
now interested to continue with improvements, and Fondo 
Solidario gained technical, financial and social experience 
in the field of housing. They now are capable of 
implementing flexible strategies that consider differences 
among potential beneficiaries and to deal with problems 
that can affect the project. The objectives of this seed fund 

were achieved. Contact : Hno. Mario Herrera, mariocgallo@hotmail.com  

02/07 ARGENTINA/Cordoba 40 basic sanitary units
US$20.000.- Servicio Habitacional y de Acción Social SEHAS
SEHAS assisted a community to obtain land 
security and basic services. The project considered 
community participation very important, so sanitary 
units would be built by the families. But a small 
contractor had to be hired to dig the pits in order to 
avoid eventual landslides. 40 out of 86 families 
participated in this phase. They were selected by 
SEHAS and the community. The quality of soil and 
other technical challenges made perforation difficult 
and slow. The original timing is delayed and only 19 
pits are completed by now. The project should be 
finished in December. Families are now motivated 
to continue repairing their homes to live in a better 
domestic environment. Another major achievement 
of this project is active involvement of the 
community and its enthusiasm to improve 
recreational areas and a playground. Contact: 
Américo Fiori   direccion@sehas.org.ar  
03/07 BOLIVIA/Cochabamba Healthy homes through community work
US$ 30.000.- Fundación PROHABITAT + Integración para el Desarrollo INPADE 

Chagas illness causes life expectancy to be only 
45 years in Vila Vila. This project offered to 
improve health conditions in homes of poor 
families using “Ayñi”, an ancient custom of 
building in community.  Out of 42 "healthy 
homes" planned only 38 were built because of 
the increase of construction costs of about US$ 
100 per unit. Building will be completed in 
January 2009. Families are contributing in 
various ways. They collect local materials and 
provide labor during the whole process. Assisted 
self help and empowerment are fundamental for 
the sustainability of this initiative. PROHABITAT 
is in charge of organizing the process and 
providing technical assistance. Beneficiaries now 
have a healthy environment that prevents their 
exposure to Chagas, and the municipality is 
actively involved in a strategy to address unsafe 
shelter with appropriate technologies and local 

resources. Contact:  Antonia Terrazas  fphcbba@supernet.com.bo 
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04/07 BOLIVIA/Cochabamba  Extension of homes for families living with  parents  
US$20.000. Fundación SUMAQ KAWSAY
This project provided additional bedrooms in 
existing houses to reduce overcrowding among 
poor families forced to live with relatives and 
friends without any privacy. Preliminary actions 
included community work to motivate and create 
confidence among families as to their 
possibilities to participate in this project that 
would improve their quality of life.   Another 
important aspect was that parents and children 
should work together and decide how the 
building would be completed. 40 families 
received materials, training and technical 
assistance for this purpose. The project is a 
starting point for these families, and many of 
them continue repairing and extending their 
houses. This has an impact on the neighborhood 
for other families are beginning to replicate the 
process. Contact: Hernán Arellano Urey  
sumaqkawsay@hotmail.com 
05/07 BRASIL/Rio de Janeiro Improvement of housing cooperative
US$ 14.500 União por Moradia Popular UMP do Rio
The project presented to SELAVIP would be based on the principles of the cooperative - organization and 
solidarity - to better 29 homes by repairing and plastering walls, replacing roofs and damaged components and 
building water and electricity connections.  Communication with the project team has been very difficult and no 
progress report was received by SELAVIP.  Contact Jurema da Silva Constancio  ump-rj@bentorubiao.org.br 
06/07. BRASIL/Salvador  Building up housing rights. 
US$ 25.000.- União por Moradia Popular UMP da Bahia
According to the project design this initiative would inform about urban rights and organize communities in danger 
of eviction to fight for their rights, present their demands to local authorities and legalize land. They also would 
start building core houses and sanitary units. Again, we could not establish a fluent communication with UMP 
Bahia and no progress report was received. Contact: Sergio da Silva Bulcäo  uniaomoradia@ibest.com.br 
07/07 BRASIL/S. Luis Maranhao Community centre for a Cooperative
US$ 8.766 Cooperativa Habitacional Residencial Canudos 
This Cooperative requested funds to buy materials and tools to build a community centre as part of a 
comprehensive development plan. No communication could be established with this group to have an update 
about the project. Contact:   zecauniao@hotmail.com 
08/07 BRASIL/Salvador  Integral Urban Development in Mata Escura
US$ 25.226.- Asoc. Comunidad. Parroquiais Mata Escura e Calabetäo ACOPAMEC + DISOP 
The project presented by ACOPAMEC and DISOP would promote mobilization of communities to influence urban 
planning and make possible social inclusion, and support them to become owners of the land. This 3 years 
project co financed with DISOP and the Belgian Government was not supervised by SELAVIP, and we did not 
receive a progress report.  Contact: Michel Ramon  acopamec@atarde.com.br 
09/07 BRASIL/Rio de Janeiro Integral development of Itaúna District
US$ 21.871 Centro de Asesoría ao Movimento Popular CAMPO + D ISOP 
The proposal prepared by DISOP and CAMPO would provide access to jobs and better income, and promote a 
community driven development of the urban poor in Itauna. SELAVIP also co finances this 3 years project 
presented by DISOP to the Belgian Government. DISOP is in charge of supervision and no progress report was 
received by SELAVIP. Contact: Christian Camerman  campo@campo.org.br 
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10/07 COLOMBIA/Cartago  Improvement of 90 houses in a slum area 
US$ 59.900 Corporación Diocesana 
Corporación Diocesana 
involved the 
municipality to provide 
sanitation, safe water 
and electricity in 
collaboration with the 
community. 90 houses 
were improved by self 
help techniques; each 
house has a family 
room and one bedroom. 
The project started in 
January with activities 
to train and organize 
five working teams.  Many problems arose during the implementation such as heavy rain and landslides, but the 
building process was not delayed because of very efficient organization. The technical staff designed a training 
strategy based on a pilot experience. A house was built by all participants under the supervision of CD. This 
educational experience made possible for each group to acquire basic knowledge and practical skills to build their 
18 houses independently under technical supervision. Most improvements were completed in August Educational 
workshops were also implemented to reinforce positive community attitudes such as solidarity and discipline. 
Contact: Mons. Jairo Uribe  corpdiocesana@uniweb.net.co 
11/07 ECUADOR/Guayaquil Supporting Social Assistance Fund, Hogar de Cristo. 
US$ 20.000.- Viviendas Hogar de Cristo 
Hogar de Cristo Ecuador has been funded for 
many years by SELAVIP to provide shelter to poor 
families of the coastal area of Ecuador. Now 
SELAVIP funds are used to subsidize units when 
families can not pay. The amount of subsidy 
depends on the capability to pay which is 
evaluated by HdC social workers. The poor use 
this help to complement their own savings and a 
loan granted by HdC to purchase a house. This 
year SELAVIP funds partially financed 196 houses, 
96 more than programmed, with average subsidies 
of U$100. In order to achieve sustainability the 
Foundation is inviting the private sector in 
Guayaquil to provide additional resources to 
continue their work of sheltering the poor. Contact: 
Hermano Roberto Costa s.j.   
rcosta@hogardecristo.org.ec 
12/07 GUATEMALA Housing improvement for very poor urban families
US$ 45.000.- Instituto para la Superación de la Miseria Urbana  ISMUGUA 

This project provides building materials to very poor 
families so they can repair walls and roofs, or build 
small housing units. ISMUGUA in close collaboration 
with CBOs and families implemented a process that 
was very successful: initial objectives were achieved 
and new challenges met. First, the selection process 
organized by the community organization made 
possible to reach the poorest of poor. Second, all 
selected families completed the repairs and 
extensions as planned. Finally, the participation level 
was high and included not only direct beneficiaries but 
also their relatives and neighbors. They all joined the 
meetings, received training and provided labor to 
build and improve 153 homes. A strong and dynamic 
CBO is in place ready to initiate new projects.  
Contact María Elvira Sánchez Toscano 
ismugua@itelgua.com 
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13/07 HAITI Housing and community centers in Baty Kai 
US$ 30.500.- Fundación América Solidaria 
25 houses and two community centers were built for the 
communities of Gallet and Roche Blanche by America Solidaria 
and Pastoral Universitaria Haitiana.  These two agencies have 
applied knowledge and practical experience gained in former 
projects to become more and more effective. Now they operate an 
improved selection process to identify the families that have more 
housing needs. Educational activities are implemented to 
incorporate and involve families in the project development. The 
housing project is complemented with other initiatives in the areas 
of health and education. Community centers were used even 
before the building was completed to gather people around new 
ideas, generating cohesion and energies to address new housing 
challenges in a collaborative way. Contact: Arturo Celedón  
aceledon@americasolidaria.org 
14/07 NICARAGUA/Managua Basic units in Managua 
US$ 20.000.- HABITAR2 

This project built 40 small houses with prefabricated components developed in Colombia during the seventies 
and locally provided by COLMENA. These 18 m2 units have 2 rooms. On-site assembly was implemented by 
brigades of 5 members integrated by one person of the beneficiary family. Habitar and Colmena provided 
technical assistance. The houses have 2 rooms.  70% of the units were provided to women headed 
households. Families collaborated with labor to level the sites and build the concrete slabs. They also stored 
building materials in safe places.  HABITAR negotiated with government that the project should be considered 
a Social Housing project in order to access tax reduction.  Most important problems of this project have to do 
with exchange rate and increase of costs of building materials. Other donors provided complementary funds 
and families made important efforts to save. This incipient saving process is considered by HABITAR as a very 
important outcome of the project which goes beyond the objective of housing improvement. A savings 
mechanism was therefore established to make the project sustainable. (See footnote) Contact: Ninette 
Morales Ortega  habitar@cablenet.ni  
15/07 NICARAGUA/Masaya  Basic units in Barrio Germán Pomares
US$ 20.000.- Fundación para el Desarrollo Social de Nicaragua FUNDESONIC 

To provide units to poor families in Masaya FUNDESONIC used the same prefabricated system as the former 
project. It was very complicated to negotiate tax reduction for this social housing project. Heavy rains also 
delayed the process for the families could not initiate construction as planned. Coordination with local 
authorities and community leaders made possible to inform families about the project and to obtain additional 
resources. Families who needed to legalize their sites were assisted by the NGO and the building process 
carefully supervised by the technical team. Finally 40 houses were finished in October. A lesson learned by 

                                            
2 HABITAR, FUNDESONIC and MASINFA joined to explore feasible alternatives to house the poor in Nicaragua, considering the failure of 
previous projects to work within the national social housing policy.  This alliance made possible to start a collaborative work. They 
formulated a common project, negotiated reasonable costs of components with COLMENA nad shared experiences on how to deal with 
the situation of families who dis not own the sites they occupied.  After a long administrative struggle they also could obtain a "declaration 
of social interest" to reduce taxes. Finally, they were able to build 110 houses for poor families in a tear´s period, a quantuity that is very 
important in Nicaragua and is recognized by the national government, tje local authorities and the poor communities 
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FUNDESONIC is that NGOs working in the construction sector need to accumulate technical experience and 
knowledge to be effective. Another lesson is that communities should be part of the project to achieve 
sustainability, and that NGOs working with a community based approach should organize to be able to 
compete with initiatives developed by the private sector. (See footnote on page 8) 
Contact: Joseth Guillén M     fundesonic2005@yahoo.com.mx 
16/07NICARAGUA/Masaya Basic units in Barrio Heroes y Mártires de la Reforma
US$20.000.- Asociación Masaya sin Fronteras MASINFA

MASINFA first built two pilot houses to motivate families to take 
the risk of dismantling their old house and build a new one. 30 
units were finally constructed with the COLMENA system. 
MASINFA was in charge of training and technical supervision and 
the families contributed to level the site assemble the 
prefabricated components and finish their houses.  As they had to 
be legal owners of their sites MASINFA helped them to meet all 
requirements to obtain ownership.  The project showed that it is 
feasible to address the shelter problem of the poor using existing 
legal alternatives. By networking, MASINFA, FUNDESONIC y 
HABITAR could overcome many difficulties that are inherent to 
innovative projects. MASINFA now explores new sources to fund 
the extension of this project.  (See footnote on page 8)  Contact: 

Thelma Fernández Solís  masinfa@turbonett.com.ni 
17/07 NICARAGUA/Mateare  Starter houses in Mateare 
Suspended  Urbanizadora y Edificadora Popular URBE
This project was suspended by SELAVIP when URBE informed that other partners could not provide 
complementary funds and land needed to implement it. Contact: Carolina Arróliga  urbe@ibw.com.ni 
18/07 PANAMA/Panama City Improving homes in Panama City and Darien 
US$20.200 Servicio Jesuita a Refugiados Panama
Jesuit Refugee Service-Panama works with local governments 
to provide housing for vulnerable families in a sustainable way. 
26 houses will be finished in December. JRS changed the 
original plan which included Panama City to concentrate 
building in Jaqué and Puerto Piña where families live in more 
critical conditions. These places are isolated so purchase and 
transport of building materials was a difficult task. The project 
will not only make possible that poor migrant families have 
better homes. Local governments were motivated to 
complement efforts with JRS to develop these villages and to 
integrate migrant. JRS expects more families from Panama to 
participate in future projects and that a platform for institutional 
collaboration is created to make the work of JRS more 
effective.  
Contact: José Mendoza  mendozajo5@yahoo.com 
19/07 PARAGUAY/Asunción Housing improvement by the riverside of Asuncion 
US$ 35.000.- Coord.  Organiz. Sociales Bañados Asunción COBAÑADOS +  

Comité de Iglesias para Ayudas de Emergencia CIPAE
 70 vulnerable families living in the “Bañados”, an area close 
to the river where flooding occurs on a regular basis, built or 
improved their shelter.  About 200 persons who survive by 
recycling and collecting waste now replaced their makeshift 
houses with solid and healthy homes.  The project was 
coordinated by Cobañados, a federation of many community 
organizations of the Bañados. These local organizations 
selected the beneficiaries and supervised the building 
process. CIPAE provided technical assistance during the 
whole process. While building their houses, the families 
could learn new skills and trades. Now they can continue 
repairing their homes and even work in the construction 
sector. The area of this project is very big and includes many 
specific housing situations. A field visit to this project by 

SELAVIP showed many aspects that should be addressed in order to increase effectiveness.  Contact: 
Antonia Cabrera lacobanados@hotmail.com 
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20/07 PERU/Lima Promotion of land and housing security 
US$45.000.- Instituto Sociedad Tecnología y Desarrollo MORAY
Families who invaded land in Ventanilla were helped to 
avoid evictions and eventually obtain public housing 
subsidies. The communities were organized and leaders 
mobilized to fight for land security and basic services. 
Coordination with municipalities made possible to prepare 
and approve technical dossiers, legalize land ownership and 
extend basic services to some areas. Moray was in charge 
of technical assistance and training.  Slum dwellers learned 
to understand technical drawings and specifications and now 
are empowered to discuss with authorities about these 
issues. They also were trained to build and repair their 
houses.  As a result of the implementation of this project 
1303 families now legally own their land, permission to use 
337 ha for housing is granted, will be used for housing, 1303  
dossiers are completed so families can demand services, and 495 families already have access to potable water 
and sewage. Contact: Carlos Armas Robles institutomoray@yahoo.es 

Africa  
21/07 BURUNDI Construction of houses for siblings and abandoned women 
US$ 30.000 Maison Shalom
Maison Shalom presented this project to build houses for 20 "family" groups of siblings from 15 to 18 years, 
and 15 abandoned women living with orphans. Unless Marc Nolet has some information, the project did not 
report to SELAVIP as in our agreement. Our routine follow up and the additional insistence by e-mail were not 
effective and we only have vague information. Contact: Marguerite Barankitse mshalom@usan-bu.net 
22/07 BURUNDI/Bujumbura Social integration of Batwa families in Muramvya
US$ 45.000 Jesuit Refugee Service Burundi

JRS- Grands Lacs built very simple houses in Northeast 
Burundi for this ethnic minority group marginalized by Bahutu 
and Batusi. The original shelter was precarious, made of small 
sticks and covered with straw or mud, and a straw roof. There 
was only one room for an extensive family group.  For the new 
houses foundations were made of stone, walls of mud bricks 
and poles and tiles were used for the roof. One living room 
and separated bedrooms for parents, boys and girls guarantee 
privacy. After a mobilisation process 20 batwa families were 
selected and grouped in two small associations. Each group 
produced its own bricks and collaborated during the 
construction. By becoming homeowners the batwa have a 
more stable life and a social status that favors their integration 

to the broader community. One difficulty mentioned by JRS was to select this first group, which implied hard 
discussion. Another problem was the loss of materials that broke because there are no access roads and tiles 
had to be transported by head. Contact: Fr. Pascal  NIYONKURU  nipasy@yahoo.com 
23/07 BURUNDI/Bujumbura  Homes for Batwa families 
US$ 25.000 Missionaires d’Afrique Burundi
SELAVIP supported the construction of 35 houses but a total of 67 houses could be provided to all batwa 
families of the village with complementary funds from other collaborators. Fr. Elias reports that batwa families 
who now own a proper house will now face the future with more courage and hope. Families who have 
benefited from this assistance are committed to take good care of their homes. The Missionaries will continue 
to support them so they can send their children to school grow enough food and lead a healthy life. They will 
be empowered to integrate into local society and break the terrible cycle of poverty that characterizes their 
communities. Contact: Fr. Elías Mwebembezi  mwebembezielias@yahoo.fr 
24/07 CAMEROUN/several areas Housing in ten urban towns
US$ 25.000 AGIR Cameroon
This project would combine SELAVIP funds with other resources to provide low cost housing, electricity and 
water, legal and health assistance as well as civic education to the youth especially street children. 
Unfortunately we lost contact with AGIR in April and they did not report about the project as stated in our 
mutual agreement. Our last effort to follow was in 04 November but we received no answer. Contact: Mme 
Bridget Shuri Anyu shurib@yahoo.com ;  
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25/07 CAMEROUN/Yaoundé  Habitat equitable et durable de Minkoameyos
US$ 11.000 Collectif Interafrican des Habitants  CIAH Cameroon
CIAH and the community selected the beneficiaries based on 
open criteria (poorest of poor, widows, orphans, women 
headed households, elderly, etc.) Representatives of 
participants and of CIAH formed a committee to set up norms 
that guarantee safe and permanent habitat conditions, to 
follow up the building process and to organize training 
activities.  Local authorities were informed about the project 
and encouraged to provide support and funds.  Based on a 
survey that identified specific housing needs, the selected 
participants plastered the walls and/or renovated the roof of 
their homes. Latrines were also built using local materials.  A 
permanent relation with the community made possible to 
address many other issues to contribute to a safe 
environment. Some problems faced are: i) difficulties to create 
awareness about the importance of  a healthy environment among the slum dwellers; ii) increase of costs of  
building materials and transport; iii) limited participation of local authorities; iv)  other resources that would be 
geared to the project were less than expected. This reduced the number of families from 20 to 14. Still, the 
initiative managed to create a positive attitude of slum dwellers and public authorities towards improvements 
of precarious habitat in Yaoundé. Contact: Joseph Fumtim jfumtim@yahoo.com 
26/07 CAMEROON/Yaoundé Centre to help evicted families
US$ 8.500 Coalition des ONG et OCB du Cameroun oeuvrant dans le Domaine des 

Etablissements Humains CONGEH
This project organized "Cliniques de Consultation Foncière 
(CCF)" to deal with the situation of evicted population and 
those in danger to be evicted in the slums of Yaoundé. To 
make people aware of their problems they collected and 
processed information. A working guide for the CCF and a 
manual were issued about the right to land and housing in a 
simplified version of current legislation in Cameroun.  For 
community training 5 persons were selected for each of the 
3 zones were the project is working; these 15 volunteers 
were trained to organize families of their districts. Mobile 
CCF worked in areas where different types of evictions took 
place, elaborating specific tools to collect information about 
impacts of eradication on health and livelihoods. Legal 
alternatives to stop/ reverse evictions were designed. The 
pillars of campaigns against eviction were i) informed communities organized to fight for their rights and ii) 
solid documentation to prove the negative effects of eviction. A dossier comprising the cases of 16 families, 
campaigns through media and negotiations with authorities helped create conscience about the problem of 
evictions in Cameroun.   Contact  Mme AYISSI NGONO Julienne  cdrcongeh@yahoo.fr 
27/07 MALAWI/Lilongwe High density redevelopment project 
US$ 40.000 Centre for Community Organization and Development CCOD

The Homless People´s Federation realized that the government 
cannot continue to provide enough virgin land for house 
construction. The Mchesi project wanted to showcase to 
government and other stakeholders that an upgrading program is 
possible. The loan allocation committee inspected the land, made 
enquiries at the local government and approved the loan. The land 
has been procured and all is in place for the town planning 
committee in the Lilongwe City Assembly to approve the project. 
Once they get the official approval they will build 100 double 
storey structures across high density areas of Lilongwe upgrading 
areas where poor people are currently renting. Unfortunately the 
approval process has taken longer than anticipated. The 
government of Malawi has already mentioned this project as one 
of its flagship programs and the poor across the city are 
considering building in their own communities. The project will 
also be a basis for scaling up of the initiative as best practices 
from the same will be replicated to other area as well.  Contact: 
Siku Nkhoma sikunkhoma@ccodemw.org 
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28/07 R.D.CONGO/Kinshasa Housing for poor families in Mpasal
US$ 22.000 ASBL Grandissons Ensemble-  GE
 The coordination group of GE and the technical staff 
started with the identification, selection and training of 
beneficiaries to make them understand the 
responsibilities implied in participation. Then, the 
building process started. The increase of costs of 
materials made it necessary to reduce the original 
number of housing improvements. 20 families obtained 
new houses but only 10 out of 20 selected families 
could improve their homes. After buying materials in 
the city centre, 35 km away from the site, components 
were distributed among beneficiaries, who were 
responsible for storing and using them in an 
appropriate way under supervision of the technical 
committee.  Problems mentioned by GE are mostly 
related to the increase of construction costs and the subsequent need to reduce the number of beneficiaries. 
Positive aspects are the visible impact on the community of Mpasa and the motivation to install savings and 
loan strategies which were suggested during the visits of SELAVIP and SDI in June and July. Contact: Mme 
Marie-Thérèse MULANGA    mtmulanga@yahoo.fr (See footnote on page 29) 
29/07 R.D.CONGO/Uvira Housing for 65 refugee families 
US$ 40.000 Boïte Organisée des Secoures Sanitaires et Etudes BOSSE
Bosse managed 
to complete 65 
houses even 
with rising 
construction 
costs, because 
complementary 
funds could be 
secured. The project started by informing and preparing beneficiaries to participate in an organized manner. 
The team visited each family and evaluated their housing needs. Materials were bought by bulk and stocked in 
safe places to be distributed as building process advanced. The families participated in an active way by 
fabricating bricks, transporting materials and helping to build their homes. Now they are living in 2 rooms brick 
houses with zinc roofing. At the  ceremony organized at the end of the project the Administrator of Uvira 
Territory publicly acknowledged efforts done by families, Caritas and BOSSE as an important contribution to 
the development of the City, and exonerated the new houses from registration taxes that are in force for any 
other buildings. Hopefully, local authorities will also help to provide latrines and other urban services in the 
future. A positive impact of this project is that it created links between authorities and the poorest of poor to 
begin working together in the area of land and shelter.  
 Contact: Joseph Matabaro Lushombo  lushomate@yahoo.fr       
30/07 R.D.CONGO/Bukavu Housing improvement in Ibanda
US$ 40.000 Action pour la Paix Sociale et le Developpement Integré: APSDI
This project continues project 32/06, now in a suburb. 80 families were 
selected and actively involved in the process. BEPAD/APSDI bought 
the building materials and the beneficiaries leveled the sites, 
transported the materials and components and stored them in a safe 
place. Local authorities were in charge of urban services and Jesuits 
provided additional resources. The families live all over the commune. 
Their sites were inspected by BEPAD to check if building was 
possible. Due to rising costs of construction (from US$ 500 to nearly 
US$ 800) only 64 houses could be built. 6 events took place with all 
actors involved to motivate and train the families to build and to create 
awareness among NGOs and public entities about the contribution of the project to the commune. BEPAD is 
also gradually involving Bukavu authorities and society in the provision of shelter for the poorest of poor. 
Contact: Jean-de Dieu Mapendano Lushombo jeanmapendano@yahoo.com 
31/07 R.D.CONGO/Kisangani Houses for Kisangani families 
US$ 15.000 OSAPY
OSAPY proposed to build 30 houses for very poor people in collaboration with SELAVIP. That project could 
scale up in the future.  We met the project team in Kinshasa but did not visit the project site in Kisangani.  No 
final report was received so far. We are following up on this initiative. Contact: Abbé Willy LOYOMBO  
osapycongo@yahoo.fr (See footnote on page 29) 
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32/07 RD CONGO/Goma Housing improvements in Goma 
US$ 35.000 Association pour le Bien-Etre des Menages ABEM

 About 4.000 families live in deplorable conditions in many slums of Goma. The project started with a survey 
showing that about 4.000 very poor families lack shelter. After seminars with beneficiaries, radio conferences 
and meetings with the Division of Social Affairs of North Kivu to involve government in the task of helping the 
poor, ABEM built the 60 houses that the project considered, with additional support of public and private 
entities. Houses are 5.50 by 7 m for these very large families also live with other relatives who are homeless. It 
was a difficult task considering that there are so many families in need. Materials had to be adjusted to 
existing resources and availability in Goma. The 60 families benefited by the project can now leave behind the 
permanent fear of being evicted and spare resources to send their children to school. At a regional level the 
project is being showcased by authorities as an example to address housing problems of the poor within the 
national program of poverty reduction. It is worth considering that ABEM could deal with inflation because the 
funds were received at an early time of the year and in one installment so they could buy all materials at once. 
Contact: Ciraba Honoré honoreciraba@yahoo.fr 
33/07 CONGO/Goma  INUKA: Building and rehabilitation of 23 houses in Goma
US$ 30.000 En Avant Les Enfants
In this very poor neighborhood in the periphery of Goma the building of 10 new houses for homeless families 
was completed. The repair of 13 more houses is delayed because the families originally selected had to be 
replaced by other households because of extreme violence in Goma since August. The re identification is 
finished and the rehabilitation is going on, but the war has stopped distribution. ALE was asked to send its 
progress report when possible. Contact: Nicole Esselen   onsln@belgacom.net 
34/07 R.D CONGO/Kinshasa Resettlement of urban poor in suburban area of Mpasa 
US$ 25.000 Centre de Droit et de Développement du Congo ASBL  CDDC

This project will be finished in December. We could observe 
during our visit in May that a rural piece of land had been 
acquired in the Kindobo area, Eastern Kinshasa suburbs. 
Negotiations were held with local chiefs and officials to obtain 
property titles. 50 vulnerable families (internally displaced, 
affected by floods, and soil erosion) are building their houses. 
They were trained to prepare clay and cement bricks and build 
the walls for 25 square meters houses. Other houses have a 
wooden structure and clay plaster. CDDC provides them iron 
sheet, wood, nails and small tools to enable the construction. 
Materials are purchased and stocked, and CDDC distributes 
them to families who have already accomplished their part of the 
job. Contact: Deo Mulikuza MIRINDI  mirindidem@yahoo.fr (See 
footnote on page 29) 

35/07 SOUTH AFRICA/Misunduzi In Situ Upgrading In Glenwood 2 (ex Mkondeni Sacca)
US$ 20.000 Built Environment Support Group: BESG
North East Sector 2 (NES2) community was approved 
because the original beneficiaries (Mkondeni Sacca) were 
still in a legal fight to avoid the community’s eviction. The 
project assisted 40 households with building materials and 
technical support to improve their informal houses. 
Beneficiaries selected by the Development Committee are 
mostly pensioners, physically and mentally handicapped, 
child headed households and unemployed.  By bulk 
tendering for materials the suppliers offered a discount for 
volume sales, so the value of the SELAVIP funds was 
“stretched”. 38 of the 40 houses are constructed to roof 
height. Beneficiaries have learned valuable lessons from the 
building advisors about block laying, and they regard the 
SELAVIP project as a tool to better things. The project gave 
the beneficiaries a sense of belonging and social lifestyles changed for the better. Self help building also 
fostered interaction between participants making the project sustainable. Contact: Cameron Brisbane  
cameron@besg.co.za.   
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36/07 SOUTH AFRICA Innovating approaches to low-cost housing 
US$ 20.000 Utshani fund
Two major areas in the North West Province and the Free State Province were chosen to carry out the project 
considering i) willingness of local members to build starter houses; ii) urgent need of housing; iii) time elapsed 
since the groups applied for public subsidy; iv) community initiative. Some communities had already used their 
savings to start the projects and were expecting to receive SELAVIP resources to continue. The government 
was looking carefully at the progress of this initiative as a new way of addressing critical housing backlog at 
the lowest income group in a subsidy environment. Utshani requested the first transfer of funds to contribute to 
what communities have saved. We visited Utshani in Cape Town and could notice that incremental housing 
was not a special priority and that they work with conventional standards. No requests for more funds were 
received and no information provided about the progress of the project so it was discontinued. Contact: Cheryl 
Bailey Ayogu  cheryl@utshani.org.za 
37/07 SOUTH AFRICA/Cape town Ikhayalami: affordable shelter with social participation
US$ 40.000 People´s Environmental Planning PEP
PEP is trying hard to build cheap housing that is easy to 
transport and assemble for the poorest of poor, following 
the model of the Chilean "mediagua". During this year 
they gained experience and initiated new partnerships. 
PEP worked in close collaboration with FEDUP, COURC 
and other NGO’s and CBO’s. It engaged government to 
create awareness about the need of including 
affordability in housing programs. Gradually it captured 
interest of poor communities who now are willing to 
access this shelter. Some groups affected by fires and 
other disasters obtained fully subsidized shelter. A 
micro-credit system is being developed as a future 
possibility for the poor to access these units directly.   
Contact: Andy Bolnick  andy@ikayalami.org   

38/07 ZIMBABWE/Kariba and Mutare Houses for 2 cooperatives
US$ 20.000 Housing People  Zimbabwe
20 households in Kariba and 20 in Mutare were selected and plans developed to build their houses. In the first 
case it was approved by authorities; the other group is still waiting for approval at Hobhouse’s city of Mutare. 
The communities in Kariba were the first to move on the site in makeshift shelters. Local government 
threatened to evict them but after hard negotiations they could continue with the construction. The project 
incorporates self help techniques to cut the costs of labor and materials, while savings make possible to 
develop some infrastructure that government has failed to provide. Cooperatives could install water and sewer 
connections. Both groups have managed to complete on site infrastructure. Communities in Kariba stocked 
materials for 20 households and dug trenches for house footings. Some tasks are still to be accomplished: 
approval of remaining house plan drawings, delivering cement, molding bricks and finishing slabs. Training is 
provided with resources from Swedish Cooperative Center and Rooftops Abri International. A positive result of 
this project in a country of extremely difficult political conditions is that community leaders are learning to 
negotiate with authorities, creating an engagement which could lead to more space for the poor to participate 
in development processes that concern them. Contact: Enock Madzamatira    enock@housingpeople.org.zw 
39/07 ZIMBABWE/Harare Post- eviction starter homes in Epworth
US$ 25.000 Dialogue on Shelter Trust
To empower slum dwellers a strategy is applied that includes 
savings and loan schemes, community exchanges; 
community surveying and Government engagement. The 
beneficiaries are members of 3 housing savings groups of 
the Epworth Chapter, Zimbabwe Homeless People’s 
Federation. Beneficiaries were selected by all the members 
and peer training was used to transfer skills. A development 
committee was responsible for implementation. Information-
gathering enabled the community to have self-knowledge of 
their needs. Negotiations were held with Epworth Local 
Board for the allocation of enough residential stands and to 
engage government to provide future land and infrastructure. 
House construction is behind schedule but there is a positive 
impact as members are securing tenure. Community – wide 
regularization of tenure gives security to residents who live in fear of evictions. Epworth members are now 
more confident to negotiate with the Local Board and other authorities. Construction with farm bricks also 
paved the way for future projects country – wide.  Contact:  Patience Mudimu  patience@dialogshelter.co.zw 
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65/07MOZAMBIQUE No information 
US$ 7.534 DISOP

No information available in SELAVIP
 
Asia  
40/07 BANGLADESH/Dhaka  Second phase improving slums in Dhaka
US$ 59.950 Shelter for the Poor
Shelter for the Poor has been working with this slum dwellers community on 
housing and land rights, savings for secured low cost shelter, water supply and 
sanitation, health immunization and non-formal education. Informal and formal 
meetings were held with the slum leaders, families, local government 
representatives and the government departments that own the land and/or are 
in charge of infrastructure and services.  100 beneficiaries were selected in 
focus group discussions, and a project management committee was formed. 
The committee is fully empowered and responsible of procurement of materials, 
collects and organizes contributory labors by rotation from every family and 
secures the construction site. Bamboo was used as an appropriate technology. 
An extra plastic cover protects the roof from rain water, and some side-walls 
have extra bamboo covers to provide a cool atmosphere. Houses were built in 5 
rows, and the common kitchen shade, toilet and the community recreation 
centre will be situated at the end of the project area.  Contact: Abu Rayhan Al-
Beeroonee     albeeroonee@gmail.com 

41/07 CAMBODIA/Phnom Penh  Improving housing and living in a resettlement colony 
US$ 55.000 Urban Poor Development Fund   UPDF

Since the eviction of this group to Phum Andoung Resettlement, a colony far 
away from the city, families have lived in unhealthy conditions. There are no 
jobs and very few services. Surveys were conducted in collaboration with 
Local Authorities to find out how this situation could be reversed. The 
community started daily saving, assisted by UPDF and other networks, to be 
able to access income generation loans and housing loans.  A comprehensive 
upgrading was planned with collaboration of local authorities. Roads will be 
improved and the problem of floods in rainy seasons will be addressed as the 
land is situated in a very low area. Trees will be planted; drainage, water 
supply and sanitation systems will have to be constructed to make the site 
livable. Since the renters moved to the site the municipality has provided land 
for 442 families, 20 common toilets and 6 wells.  101 families received a 
housing loan from UPDF and about 200 families are helped by other entities. 
The Municipality is looking for more land to settle more families that are 
waiting for a place to settle down. We visited a row houses pilot project 
assisted by UPDF (see photo). These units have 20m2 and cost US$ 1.000. 
Results should be discussed.  
Contact: Somsak Phonpakdee     updf@forum.org.kh 

42/07 CAMBODIA & BANGLADESH Secure tenure in Phnom Penh and Dhaka
US$ 30.000 Leaders and Organizers of Community Organizations in Asia: LOCOA
LOCOA engaged a local team in Phnom Penh and an Indian NGO in Dhaka to implement training and 
campaigns against evictions and bear pressure on decision makers to address issues such as compensation, 
resettlement and consultations. In Phnom Penh a perception of stability attracts global investment, and real 
estate development is a good opportunities for profit. Land tenure and shelter insecurity prevail because of 
numerous redevelopment projects that imply eviction threats. Cambodia Housing Rights task Force (CHRTF) 
and LOCOA Secretariat facilitated a reflection for 30 leaders and NGO workers on practical experiences and 
basic knowledge to deal with the situation. Leaders of the Beoung Kak community were trained to address the 
threat of eviction. The remaining tasks are to evaluate results of the campaign and to publish a handbook on 
training/organizing/advocacy end of December 2008. In Dhaka (Bangladesh) a government initiative will 
establish a mechanism wherein community representatives can participate in the discussion and planning of 
redevelopment areas. A training program was set up by LOCOA with Development Education and Action 
(IDEA) - Calcutta. Young men and women identified as potential community organizers develop practical skills 
and knowledge to organize communities and to participate in the decisions about land development. Still, the 
training instances in both countries need to be dramatically scaled up to achieve a real impact on the dynamic 
urban development process of East Asian cities. Contact: Maria Fides F. Bagasao  locoa2000@yahoo.com 
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43/07 CAMBODIA Community alternatives to forced evictions
US$ 18.700 Center on Housing Rights & Evictions COHRE 
COHRE worked to create awareness about housing and 
land rights among people facing forced evictions in urban 
Cambodia. Initially community leaders were to be trained as 
trainers, but their knowledge of human rights and land laws 
was more limited than anticipated. Therefore COHRE 
decided to involve local NGOs working in the housing rights 
sector, and prepare a Training Manual as a tool for them to 
work with communities. The project provides resources and 
training to the local NGO constituency that will, in turn, be 
able to train grassroots communities. This strategy resulted 
in the development of a team of specialised local trainers, 
conversant in national and international land and housing 
laws and prepared to negotiate with governments and 
companies involved in forced evictions. These trainers will 
work at a community level more effectively in the local language and with a broader reach than initially 
planned. While visiting this projects we perceived limited possibilities for the poor to influence urban 
redevelopment and that the scale of intervention needs to be revised. Contact: Dan Nicholson  dan@cohre.org
44/07 INDIA/Cochin Housing for widows living with relatives in Cochin
US$ 30.000 Cochin Social Service Society CSSS

Strict selection and implementation procedures were 
applied to provide houses to homeless families headed 
by widows. 60 families were finally selected from all over 
the coastal region. They were motivated to enhance their 
savings within self help groups. The houses were built 
with solid foundation, plastered brick walls and light 
concrete tiles or zinc roof. They have two rooms, kitchen 
and toilet. The involvement of the families in material 
procurement, supervision and financial management 
made possible an efficient implementation and 
expenditures within the budgetary allocations. 
Construction is now completed.  274 persons belonging
to the 60 families participated in the project.  Taking also 
into account the relatives and close friends who 

rendered helping hands the number of participants in the processes goes beyond 500. Gender presences 
were explicit with the fraternity of women shouldering major responsibilities. The new house owners hope to 
initiate a promising family life and good social relations. Their positive energy will be channeled to other 
programs such as income generation. Contact: Fr. Johnson Chirammel chirammelj@yahoo.com 
45/07 INDIA/Kerala  Durable housing for families in hilly areas
US$ 25.000 Payyavoor Community
The 3 objectives here were i) to providing safe and durable houses for poor families, ii) promote gender status 
and a more egalitarian social context and iii) involve the local communities in the construction. 50 durable 
houses were completed. Beneficiaries was selected as the most needy such as families headed by single 
mothers, families living in huts, and tents, physical disabled, very poor and or large families, etc. The houses 
were built employing a cluster strategy in which selected members belonging to same village come together to 
purchase materials and share tools and equipments to reduce cost and save construction cost.  Group 
activities became frequent and included construction work, land leveling, purchase of materials and arranging 
loans form for the bank.  Orientation and guidance was provided weekly to obtain bank loans and progress 
was evaluated and monitored on a monthly basis.  Women had many opportunities to participate in this 
project. Non-formal education of women became a regular feature; in all the project clusters the members 
meet weekly to discuss their problems and try to find solutions. The project created bonds between group 
members and their federation partners.  Contact: T.A.Varkey  pcdproj@yahoo.com 
46/07 INDIA/Kollam City Development in coastal urban slums
US$ 25.000 Quilon Social Service Society QSSS
The community organization of this fisher folk surveyed applications requesting assistance to complete their 
houses. Economic status of applicants was assessed and priority given to households of widows, deserted 
women, families with sick or aged parents, families with handicapped persons, etc. Participation of applicants 
in existing community organizations was also a considered. Beneficiaries formed “habitat improvement 
clusters” and were trained about the actual implementation of the project. For these 50 families the project was 
an effective entry point to sustainable development.  Better habitat conditions bestowed dignity and social 
status and improved family relations. The project also raised gender status to women and promoted better 
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studies and behavioral patterns among children. Linkage with local government bodies was another 
contribution of the project to the community. Contact: Fr. Romance Antony  qsss@rediffmail.com  
47/07 INDONESIA Kampong rehabilitation in Yogyakarta
US$ 30.000 (Approved US$ 50.000) Ellacuria Foundation     &  JRS
In Sidomulyo kampong located by the Winongo River most 
families are migrants who gradually built their homes and 
obtained some basic services. They rent the land from private 
owners. The project renovates 50 houses. 18 are completed 
and the rest will be finished in the next month. Renovations 
are mainly tile roofs, bamboo and cement walls and doors. 
The building was done under supervision and technical 
assistance of Ellacuria and with participation of local labor. 
Families agreed to set up a repayment scheme to start a 
revolving fund that will benefit other families in the future. We 
visited the project in September and could see that families 
improved their living conditions while the community 
developed solidarity and set up the credit system. The 
agencies that collaborated with the project continue working 
on child education, prevention of abuse in the family, health and income generation. We also noticed a 
positive attitude of the police towards the leaders and participants. Ellacuria is a group of young enthusiastic 
professionals that formerly worked with JRS. Contact: Dedy Krisanto  krisanto@jrs.or.ir 
48/07 MONGOLIA/Ulaanbaatar Refurbishing the Mongolian Ger
US$ 13.000 Energy Conservation Center ECC
After conducting a survey in two sub district with 
participation of authorities and community members, a 
Committee selected eligible families. A field visit to each 
potential beneficiary made possible to verify data and 
confirm the need of ger insulation. A draft agreement was 
signed between ECC, District Authority and each family 
Based on research ECC could verify that the refurbishing 
set is lighter and more effective than traditional felt cover. 
The insulation package includes a crown cover; complete 
insulation (base, door and outside surface) and a 
waterproof cover. 203 poor persons from 50 households 
are now are motivated to improve their lives in many other 
areas. ECC organized training for beneficiaries, social 
officers and governors to inform about the importance of 
insulation and fuel saving to fight poverty. Maintenance of 
insulated ger was also addressed. The project promoted the approval of a new norm “MNS 5801:2007 - 
Insulation Cover for Mongol Ger”. Government is considering to include insulating ger  in its policy to reduce 
fuel consumption and diminish air pollution. ECC will explore possibilities of replicating the experience 
nationwide. Contact. Tsolomon Bataa tsolomon@email.com 
49/07 MONGOLIA Saving and development activities 
US$ 30.000 Urban Development Resource Centre UDRC

Financial and technical support was provided to saving 
groups (SG) of poor families to repair, extend, complete 
their shelter, to build new units or purchase ger. The 
primary participants and beneficiaries of the project were 
SG members who have real housing needs. UDRC 
provided training, consultations, and information to 178 
families using simple guidelines about construction 
techniques and energy efficiency. Eligible participants of 
the project were screened by UDRC project coordinator 
and financial specialists.  12 families have benefited from 
loans financed by SELAVIP funds during the first phase 
and 18 more households are now obtaining their loans. 
A housing survey was also conducted to know about 
housing needs of 800 households from 71 saving 
groups, and information is being processed.  UDRC 

organized exchange visits between Darkhan and Erdenet provinces saving group members to share 
experiences related with improvement of shelter, as an incentive for other communities to start activities in this 
area. Contact: Enkhbayar Tsedendorj  house@mobinet.mn   
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50/07 NEPAL/Katmandu Land readjustment
US$ 20.000 Lumanti Support group for Shelter
The purpose of this initiative was to implement "Secured 
Housing through Land Readjustment and Innovative Housing" 
for 110 families of Sankhamol, a squatter settlement in 
Katmandu. The readjustment plan proposed by Lumanti was 
introduced to the Department of Urban Development and 
Building Construction (DUDBC) who showed interest in this 
project and allocated funds for a slum upgrading projects. 
Meanwhile, the community has established a committee to 
work on the land readjustment proposal. The committee has 
been holding meetings with the community to discuss the 
project and mobilize members to come up with suggestions of 
adjustment. The Shankhamul readjustment plan has been well 
received within the community and at the national squatters’ 
associations. Several donors could now be interested to 
gradually implement the project. By sharing the plan with the 
National Slum Upgrading Forum and the DUDBC. Lumanti 
expects to have a positive impact on future policies regarding 
slum dwellers of NEPAL. Contact: Lajana Manandhar  
lajana@lumanti.wlink.com.np  

51/07 NEPAL Renovation of schools in Bhutanese refugees camps 
US$ 49.400 Caritas Nepal and Jesuit Refugee Service JRS
Caritas Nepal with the collaboration of JRS and other 
agencies repaired school classrooms and sanitation facilities 
in 7 refugee camps benefiting about 29.000 children. The 
survey to define priorities was done with the school 
teachers, and Caritas procured the materials for repair and 
renovation works. The Camp Management Committee 
contributed both the skilled and unskilled labor from the 
refugee community. 190 classrooms and 12 toilets and 
urinals were repaired and 3 water and sanitation facilities 
renovated. As a result, the schools functioned without any 
hindrances in the rainy season compared to 60% of loss or 
disturbance of teaching days in the past. There is also 
increasing retention of students, especially girls in the 
schools due to the provision of the urinals and toilets.  The 
learning environment is now healthier and a community of 107,000 refugees feels that their children are 
studying in safer conditions. Contact: Fr. Silas Bogati   jrsbrep@ntc.net.np 
52/07 PAKISTAN/Rawalpindi Advocacy to prevent negative effects of 2 urban projects
US$ 17.200 Akhter Hamid Khan Memorial Trust Rawalpindi

To prevent large scale evictions caused by the Lai 
Expressway and Urban Environment Project URC 
analyzed the original plan with experts and 
organizations that experienced similar situations. A 
survey was conducted in 896 houses to evaluate the 
cost of evictions, and potential activists identified in 
the communities. Committees representing the 
different areas discussed implications of these mega 
projects. The communities then addressed local 
authorities to defend their rights. URC has become 
the platform where all stakeholders come together to 
discuss main implications of these 2 projects for the 
poor. Some conclusions are: i) surrounding informal 
settlements will not benefit from the expressway 

because the exit and entries are distant; ii) Government  would only compensate about half of the affected 
households at a very low price; iii) evicted families will have to move to far away areas where basic facilities 
like water, electricity, sewerage are not available. The Lai Expressway project is postponed because of social 
mobilization and more cost effective alternatives are being considered. URC will now focus on the 
Environmental Improvement Project Contact: Hamidullah  ahkmt2000@yahoo.co 
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53/07 PHILIPPINES/ Manila Organizing people for land tenure security
US$ 15.618 Urban Poor Associates UPA
UPA worked in the Baseco-Tondo area along 
Manila Bay and the North Harbor piers, with 
about 35,000 urban poor families. In Baseco, 
UPA helped organize a CBO that provides 
medicines at subsidized prices, runs a tutoring 
program for 80 children and improves 
education. It now assists the community to fight 
eviction by government. In Parola UPA helps to 
negotiate with city government an upgrading 
program for 12,000-15,000 families. In Isla 
Puting Bato it is trying to bring in piped water 
for about 5,000 families with no access to this 
basic element. The Happy Land community 
with 1,000 families and many local industries 
was being helped to get the land proclaimed, 
but as proclamations are suspended the group 
is now working on alternatives. Dumpsite and 
Ulingan are two of the most depressed poor 
communities in Metro Manila. In the dumpsite thousands of scavengers make a living on the piles of garbage. 
In Ulingan (charcoal making place) the smoke of the fires blackens the children and ruins their lungs. With help 
from SELAVIP it was possible to bring in water, an initiative which is very much appreciated. They are also 
working on a day-care center and children’s feeding program.  Contact: Denis Murphy upa@pldtdsl.net 
54/07 PHILIPPINES/Cebu City Improving site development in resettlement 
US$ 39.200 Fellowship for Organizing Endeavors, Inc.  FORGE

The project improved safety on the relocation site of the TULHOA  
community in Laguerta as a showcase of a multi-stakeholder 
approach to community development.  Some of these families come 
from a privately-owned lot in Pier 6, Cebu City. They finally settled 
on this site in Laguerta which is hilly and sloping at 30 degrees, 
putting the community at risk to landslides.  It is also far from their 
workplaces, hospitals, schools, markets, and other public facilities. 
The ALL-SECURE Project provided slope protection in landslide-
prone areas, implemented clearing and grubbing, installed roads and 
step footpaths. TULHOA members expressed that they can now 
sleep without worrying that heavy rain might wash away their 
houses, or cause the soil to cave in and wipe out their community. 
The site has become accessible to vehicles, and step footpaths 
protect pregnant women, children and elderly from the possibility of 
slipping especially during the rainy season.  FORGE is lobbying with 
the Cebu City Government so the construction of the drainage 
system is addressed as soon as possible. Contact: Ana Maria Rellin-
Ngolaban   forge_cebu@yahoo.com 

55/07 PHILIPPINES/ Visayas Community based housing processes
US$ 20.000 Visayas Alliance for Social and Poverty Housing Inc. VASPHI
Initially VASPHI proposed to work in 3 cities but we only selected one (Tagbilaran) as a first step. About one 
half of the population of the city is poor. Fr. Efren  Bongay presented a detailed report of the project. 2 
Community Organizers were selected and trained, 19 local organizations identified and integrated into a city 
wide Alliance of Urban Poor Organizations (TAUPO). A survey about their needs and priorities was conducted 
with TAUPO .The goal is to have a complete map of priorities as a base for future urban interventions. A 
timetable was presented for these activities that will end December 2008. Considering that 68% of funds are 
still available we requested Father Efren to send a program and a budget that could also include more 
activities than research such as pilot experiences and building. .   
 Contact: Rev. Fr. Efren A. Bongay   sac_tag@yahoo.com     
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56/07 PHILIPPINES Supporting Localized Community Mortgage Program 
US$ 20.000 Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor  FDUP
The Community Mortgage Program CMP enables 
organized communities to buy land, develop their sites 
and improve their homes. To scale up CMP and engage 
the local government units (LGU) in the delivery of 
housing and basic services to the poor, this pilot project 
explores strategies to implement localized CMP (LCMP) 
in Naga City. After a series of deliberation the Naga 
Council approved the LCMP enrollment of the city and 
the accompanying budget. It also submitted the pre-
qualification requirements to the national entity in charge 
of CMP and proposed FDUP as the originator. The 
central unit of CMP approved the development of this 
pilot project and organized five training modules on 
LCMP. The NGO was in charge of training and mentoring 
Local Community Organizer and key leaders. The 
communities associated in Home Owners Associations HOAs expressed their willingness to join LCMP and 
signed a MoU with FDUP as their originator. The leaders were trained on site development, savings schemes 
and data gathering. The project has initiated policy changes that will make the LCMP scheme more attractive 
to local government units.  It is hoped that through the Naga experience the LCMP will be improved resulting 
to more applications from other local government units. We suggested some activities to close the project 
while visiting FDUP.  Contact:  Ma. Ana R. Oliveros   anaroliveros@mydestiny.net    
57/07 PHILIPPINES/ Bukidnon Housing project for Bukidnon
US$ 13.070 Fr. Leoni Mission Foundation

Bad weather and the remote distance of Tapayanon, along with the 
indigenous people's lack of sense of time and deadlines delayed this 
project.  There are 5 Datu or tribal chieftains in the community so 
each one selected 10 families to build their houses. They practice 
polygamy, so they are usually large households who survive in 
extremely poor conditions as elementary farmers.  When they come 
together in organized communities they can support each other and 
access education.  About 120 children are now attending a 2 rooms 
school building with one teacher and illiterate adults also look 
forward to learn how to read and write. The collaboration of families 
was less than expected.  Until now only 10 houses have been built, 
however most of the lumber is ready to complete the project and 

builders promised to finish within this year.  Houses are one room structures to which a kitchen can be added 
in the future.  It is possible that more than one family will be occupying each house.  Fr. Sanchez comments 
that the project is a big step towards a better live for these IP who survive in primitive conditions. For the 
moment he prefers to consolidate this project before asking for new funds  for neighboring IP communities 
interested in housing projects. Contact: Fr. Mateo Sánchez s.j  matsanch@jesuits.net.  
58/07 PHILIPPINES/Cebu City Integrated community development in Cebu City 
US$ 20.552 Pagtambayayong–A Foundation for Mutual Aid & DISOP

The project will improve the socio-economic situation and 
secure tenure of low-income urban poor families in South 
Coastal slums of Cebu City. This year the first 2 component 
(community organization and income generation) advanced 
more or less as planned. Organizations were strengthened, 
and the relationship with the nearby living Badjao Tribal 
Community developed. Families participated in capability 
building activities. As to employment the main problem is that 
most community members have a low educational level and 
are not considered employable in the industries within Metro 
Cebu. Assistance was provided to increase access to 
employment and to introduce micro enterprises. The third 
component, housing, is delayed in terms of house construction 
and site development since the relocation site was occupied 

by 52 families. After a series of negotiations, these families agreed to vacate the Badjao Reclamation and 
relocate to the adjacent area. Out of 80 houses that should have been constructed by now only 29 are built. 
When visiting the site we suggested that technical assistance should be increased and improved to obtain an 
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acceptable housing quality.  Contact: Francisco L. Fernandez   pagtamba@yahoo.com 

59/07 SRI LANKA/Hambantota Housing for families in extreme poverty 
US$ 35.000 Canada Sri Lanka Life Development Center  CSLDC
CSLDC is implementing this project in 2 stages. The first phase is completed as it handed in 28 pieces of 
lands for 28 homeless families in Sri Lanka.  After a very careful consideration and concerns poorest homeless 
families were selected to receive sites to build their houses. These families are now looking forward to start the 
construction. For the second stage CSLDC implemented a transparent selection process and 42 out of 
hundreds of poor homeless and Tsunami affected families will be benefited. It was hard to decide and to select 
but CSLDC has managed to give priority to the poorest of poor. Now CSLDC has initiated the construction of 
structures, roofing, etc. Relevant information was gathered and filed to complete the process.  As CSLDC 
processed and completed all the requirements and conditions including legal, technical and financial terms, 
this phase should be completed before end of December 2008.  Contact: Rev. W. Pangnasra.  
wsara123@yahoo.com  
60/07 SRI LANKA/ Peradeniya Aid to poor families for better homes 
US$ 5.000 Fr. Egerton Perera
Fr. Egerton sent his annual report in April, including 
complete information about the 15 families he assisted 
with our funds. He does an impressive social work with 
the poorest of poor in Sri Lanka. 6 homeless families put 
up new homes. These were i) a young couple formerly 
living with parents; ii) another young couple who had 
purchased a land and were helped to build their home; iii) 
a 3-wheel repairer putting up a foundation for his new 
home; iv) ) another 3-wheel repairer requiring cement 
blocks; v) a young teacher needing to complete his house 
and vi) an elderly whose husband is bed- ridden. 6 very 
poor families could extend their houses, 2 were helped to 
repair their shelter and 1 could put up a shed.  
Contact: Fr. Egerton Perera s.j. egertonp@pdn.ac.lk 
61/07 VIETNAM/Qui Nhom Improving Temporary Resettlement Area 
US$ 30.000 Environment and Development in Action in Vietnam-  ENDA Vietnam

Enda Vietnam works with the city authority to find land and 
housing solutions for relocated households living in 
temporary areas such as Xom tieu. With the support from 
SELAVIP enda obtained a resolution by the People's 
Committee (PC) of Binh Dinh Province recognizing Xom 
Tieu as a stabilized residential area. According to a recent 
policy they now have a right to buy and legalize their 
temporary houses. Based on legal documents regarding 
housing policy and housing and land pricing, a leaflet was 
distributed to the community to inform about these issues. 
The community was also informed about the new housing 
policy of the Province and City, and received assistance to 
complete the registration procedure for the purchase of their 
houses. The city authorities were helped to prepare an 
adequate scheme to address housing pricing and selling that 
responded to the communities expectations. Households of 
Xom Tieu integrate saving groups and save regularly to buy 
their houses. SELAVIP funds are to help the poorest 
households.  By now, the area of Xom tieu is in the process 
of becoming a permanent residential area. This experience 
which combines community-based credit fund, the promotion 
of good relationship between local authority and people and 
a participative approach can initiate a new way of providing 
housing to relocated groups. It could also promote changes 
in housing policy of Viet Nam. Contact: Mr. Bang Anh Tuan  
endavietnam@viettel.com.vn 
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3. PROJECTS PROPOSED FOR 2009  
(See map on page 3) 
 

Nº COUNTRY ORGANIZATION  Requested(US$) Suggested (US$)
  LATIN AMERICA    821.055 463.333
1 ARGENTINA/Cordoba  FONDO SOLIDARIO 12.000 12.000
2 ARGENTINA/Cordoba  VOLUNT. U.CATÓLICA  25.000 25.000
3 ARGENTINA/Cordoba  SEHAS 32.000 32.000
4 BOLIVIA/Cochabamba PROHABITAT 60.000 23.750
5 BOLIVIA/Cochabamba SUMAQ KAWSAY 28.000 28.000
6 BOLIVIA/Cochabamba URAMANTA 59.000 25.260
7 BRAZIL/Rio de Janeiro DISOP-CAMPO 35.958 22.834
8 BRAZIL/Bahia DISOP-ACOPAMEC 36.197 23.305
9 COLOMBIA/Cartago CORP.  DIOCESANA 60.000 40.000

10 EL SALVADOR/San Salvador FUNDASAL 60.000 8.500
11 GUATEMALA/several HODE 60.000 30.000
12 HAITÍ/Port au Prince  AMÉRICA SOLIDARIA 28.340 28.340
13 NICARAGUA/Managua HABITAR 60.000 25.000
14 NICARAGUA/Masaya MASINFA 85.975 25.000
15 NICARAGUA/ FUNDESONIC 20.000 20.000
16 PANAMÁ/Darien  JRS PANAMÁ 18.244 18.244
17 PARAGUAY/Asunción CEPAG 44.621 30.000
18 PERU/Lima MORAY 55.720 24.420
19 R.DOMINICANA/Sto Domingo CIUDAD ALTERNATIVA 60.000 21.680

  AFRICA    913.766 576.714
20 BURUNDI JRS BURUNDI 48.148 48.148
21 BURUNDI MISSIONAIRES AFRICA  48.101 48.100
22 CAMEROUN/Yaoundé CIAH 51.000 48.000
23 CAMEROUN/Yaoundé CONGEH 60.000 25.000
24 CAMEROUN/Kumba CEADV 60.000 20.000
25 CAMEROUN/Bamenda CEPROCUL 56.438 20.000
26 DRC/Kinshasa CCDC 62.310 31.200
27 DRC/Kinshasa GRANDISSONS EMSEMBLE 57.500 31.200
28 DRC/Bukavu ADC 60.000 15.000
29 DRC/Bukavu UPASSO 57.405 27.335
30 RWANDA/Kayové ENFANTS DU PERE MARTIN 42.000 30.000
31 SOUTHAFRICA/Cape Town PEP 40.000 20.000
32 SOUDAN/Karthoum JRS SOUDAN 59.964 52.031
33 SOUDAN/Wau JESUITS 22.400 22.400
34 TANZANIA/Dar es Salaam CCI 60.000 30.000
35 UGANDA/Jinja ACTOGETHER 33.000 33.000
36 ZAMBIA/Choma PPHP 60.000 40.000
37 ZIMBABWE/Kariba DIALOGUE ON SHELTER 35.500 35.500

  ASIA    876.279 484.014
38 BANGLADESH/Dhaka SHELTERFOR THE POOR 59.638 27.860
39 CAMBODIA/Kampong UPDF 60.000 23.500
40 INDIA/Thodupuzha SANTIGHIRI INSTITUTE 48.000 48.000
41 INDIA/Kanjirapally SIDA 60.000 25.000
42 INDIA/New Delhi IDEA 60.000 25.000
43 INDIA/Delhi LOYOLA VOCATIONAL INST. 12.000 12.000
44 NEPAL/Refugee camps CARITAS NEPAL 54.284 32.000
45 PAKISTAN /Rawalpindi AHKMT 25.183 10.000
46 PAKISTAN/Faisalabad AIM 60.000 25.000
47 PHILIPPINES/Cebu City PAGTAMBAYAYONG 25.950 14.497
48 PHILIPPINES/Cebu City FORGE 58.219 32.370
49 PHILIPPINES/Iligan City SENTRO SA MAAYONG 54.665 28.987
50 PHILIPPINES/Bacolod VASPHI 60.000 22.000
51 SRI LANKA/Moratuwa SEVANATHA 60.000 38.400
52 SRI LANKA/Hambantota CANADA-SL 58.340 29.400
53 THAILAND ACHR 60.000 60.000
54 VIETNAM/Viet Tri ENDA.VIETNAM 60.000 30.000

  TOTAL   2.611.100 1.524.261
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Latin America  
01/08 ARGENTINA/Cordoba  Adding space to small houses 
US$ 12.000 Fondo Solidario de la Vivienda
Fondo Solidario helped 14 families during this year to improve their homes with a seed fund of US$ 5.000 from 
SELAVIP. This new project will assist 10 more households in the same neighborhood of Malvinas Tercera 
Sección, who live in extremely overcrowded shelter and do not have access to basic services. The project will 
now build an additional room for each family to have more privacy and comfort. FS will educate them to 
distribute space in a proper way. A follow up will be implemented so each family, specially the women, receive 
training about housing maintenance and habits. We suggest that this Project is approved as a 2. phase. 
Contact: Hermano Mario Herrera, mariocgallo@hotmail.com 
02/08 ARGENTINA/Cordoba Improvement of neighborhood and housing 
US$ 25.000 Voluntariado -Facultad de Arquitectura. Univ. Católica de Córdoba

110 very poor families live in Villa Rivadavia in very 
bad conditions. Their houses are precarious and they 
do not have sanitation or other basic services. The 
project will improve housing conditions by self help 
techniques In 2006 the academics and students of the 
Faculty of Architecture volunteered to develop a pilot 
project financed by SELAVIP. Results were successful 
and the University obtained resources from other 
donors from the building sector and other industries in 
order to increase its work with the poor. Now they plan 
to work with students who have been rebuilding homes 
and giving comprehensive support to children and their 
families. We would like to finance this project to 
provide opportunities to students to  work for the poor. 
Contact : Graciela Franchini, vucc@uccor.edu.ar 

 03/08/ ARGENTINA/Cordoba Sanitation in Villa 28 de Noviembre, II Phase
US$ 32.000 CBO Villa  28 de Nov.&SEHAS-Servicio Habitacional  y de Acción Social

A group of 88 families lives in a settlement located on 
public land. For about 10 years they have built 
makeshift homes and live without basic services. 
SEHAS helps these families to improve their habitat. 
The group negotiated with Provincial Government to 
secure tenure of the land that is occupied. Being 
owners they now can coordinate with state 
departments that provide electricity, water and  
sanitation. Considering that there are no plans to 
provide the sector with public sewage, the project will 
build septic tanks for 48 families so they can build 
more permanent sanitary facilities. This is also an 
extension of former SELAVIP project 02/07 which will 
demonstrate to authorities the advantages of 
improving a settlement that exists for many years with 

the collaboration of the community. Contact: Américo Fiori.  asistenciatecvillas@sehas.org.ar 
04/08 BOLIVIA/ Cochabamba Basic sanitary units 
US$ 23.750 Fundacion Pro Hábitat
The periphery of the Southern area of Cochabamba does not have a waste disposal system that prevents 
contamination. This leads to unhealthy environmental conditions, malnutrition, gastric diseases and respiratory 
problems. Pro Habitat Foundation implemented safe water systems for 8 communities and intends to reach 
other 24 groups. The project will build 48 sanitary units for very poor families to initiate a process that can be 
extended to other families. Participation will be promoted and CBOs will manage the construction and training 
will be provided so it can be replicated for other homes. We could partially finance this project that addresses a 
critical environmental problem of semi-rural areas near big cities. Contact: Antonia Terrazas 
fphcbba@supernet.com.bo / fph.cochabamba@pro-habitat.org.bo  
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  05/08 BOLIVIA/Cochabamba   More living space for families living with relatives & friends 
US$ 28.000 Fundación Sumaq Kawsay
This Project continues Project 04/07 building an additional 
bedroom in existing houses for 35 families who migrated to the 
city of Cochabamba from surrounding mining settlements. These 
families initially shared the rooms of their relatives but now need 
privacy to raise their children. Beneficiaries will participate in the 
building process, and the group will be trained about the 
importance of having a clean and safe domestic environment. 
This foundation worked with SELAVIP in an orderly and effective 
way and achieved good results. We suggest that the project is 
approved so they can accumulate experience and become 
sustainable. 
Contact: Hernán Arellano  sumaqkawsay@hotmail.com 

  06/08 BOLIVIA/Cochabamba  Housing improvement for disabled persons
US$ 25.260 Fundacion Social Uramanta (Jesuits)

The Cochabamba Province has an accelerated 
increase of population which is not accompanied by 
a land development plan. Suburban settlements 
grow like mushrooms around the city, causing a 
complex urban expansion. Cercado municipality has 
an uneven urban growth, with dynamic and rich 
sectors co existing with areas of poverty where 
families live in precarious and overcrowded 

conditions. Most houses in these slums have one room by 4 people which is used to cook, eat and sleep. The 
Project will adapt houses with physically or mentally challenged members. By building ramps and other 
accessories it will improve their living conditions and safety. Increased accessibility will also favor more equal 
opportunities and strengthen the autonomy of handicapped poor persons.  Contact: Miquel Cortes Bofill s.j., 
fsuramanta@yahoo.com 
07/ 08  BRASIL/ Rio de Janeiro Integral development of Itaúna district 
US$ 22.834 CAMPO-DISOP
The population of San Gonzalo increased rapidly when migrants settled in areas not fit for living, without urban 
infrastructure to provide basic services. The dwellings are in bad shape and many families live in legal 
insecurity and overcrowding. DISOP and CAMPO proposed a comprehensive program to fight poverty and 
unemployment using by community driven development of the urban poor in this district. SELAVIP co finances 
this 3 years project presented by DISOP to the Belgian Government. Funds for this second year are as 
approved by the board in November 2007. Contact: Christian Cammerman,  campo@campo.org.br 
08 /08 BRASIL/ Salvador de Bahía  Integral urban development in Mata Escura 
 US$ 23.305 ACOPAMEC-DISOP 
In Mata Escura 15.000 families live there in an unplanned manner, with no space left to build urban and basic 
services. They lack security of tenure and suffer from many problems, social conflicts, acute poverty and 
precarious housing. The 2. Phase of this 3 years project will continue to promote mobilization of communities 
in order to make possible social inclusion and to support them to become owners of the land. This is another 
project co financed with DISOP and the Belgian Government. Funds are as approved last year.  Contact: 
Michel Ramon, acopamec@atarde.com.br 
09/08 COLOMBIA/ Cartago Housing improvement for 80 families
US$ 40.000 Corporación Diocesana 
Many families move to Cartago to improve their living 
conditions. They settle in high risk areas where landslides are 
frequent, roads not paved and basic services not available. 
Houses are built by their owners with cheap and discarded 
materials, makeshift doors and windows, no floor slabs and 
unfinished walls. The project will improve 76 homes in 2 
phases. First a self help building process will be implemented 
and then a program will be organized to promote values, 
knowledge and skills in various areas. CD will put an engineer 
and two skilled workers in charge of the construction of 
houses. SELAVIP funds will be used to purchase building 
materials. We suggest funding based on the excellent 
performance of CD in other projects. Contact: Monseñor Jairo 
Uribe Jaramillo corpdiocesana@uniweb.net.co 
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10/08 EL SALVADOR / S. Salvador Risk reduction in San Rafael 
 US$ 8.500 FUNDASAL 

17 families live in a settlement located on a slope that 
belongs to the Municipality of San Rafael. They 
received their permanent houses from authorities 
during the Reconstruction Program implemented after 
a recent earthquake. The houses were built with 
conventional materials and provided with potable 
water and a latrine. But not all services could be 
completed. In winter the nearby water course 
becomes dangerous as it floods the houses and 
erodes the land. Children play in these insecure areas 
because there are no public spaces for leisure. 
SELAVIP will help to reduce environmental risks by 
financing a stone wall to protect the houses from 
landslides and stabilize the terrain. Contact: Edin 
Martinez, dirección@fundasal.org.sv 

 11/08 GUATEMALA  Better access to housing 
 US$ 30.000 HODE, Hogar y Desarrollo  
The housing deficit of poor and extremely poor families amounts to about 600.000 units in Guatemala. Most 
homeless urban poor live in informal settlements in the periphery of cities, where they occupy vacant land. 
Others form rural communities and settle in “ranchos” with thatched roofs, cane walls and earth floor. A 
requisite to access governmental housing subsidies is that the land is duly legalized and fit to build a house of 
about 32 m2. .No help is available to level the sites, build slope protections of to reinforce basements and 
structure. SELAVIP funds will contribute to solve legal problems of land occupied by these families, to provide 
slope protection in landslide prone areas and to build basic infrastructure when public help is not available. 
Thereby these very poor families will qualify for housing subsidies that make possible to build their homes in a 
near future. Contact: Lesbia Elizabeth Gálvez  Sandoval,  hcumes@hodeweb.org 
12/ 08 HAITÍ/ Port au Prince House and Community, Bati Kay
US$ 28.340 Fundación América Solidaria, Pastoral Universitaria Haiti

Poverty is associated with 
complex social and 
economic factors in Port 
au Prince. Unemployment, 
reduced income 
generation, poor schooling 
and illiteracy explain many 
aspects of the vulnerability 
of poor families. The 
foundation has been 
working for 3 years in Haiti 
to improve the houses and 

to strengthen social capital and organization of the population. This year they will address the rural community 
of Dumay, with 600 inhabitants, who survive by farming and informal activities. Here structural conditions to 
overcome poverty are even more negative than in the cities. The settlement is distant from the city so basic 
services cannot reach the houses. The homes are built with precarious materials and risk collapsing during 
natural disasters. The project will build family homes and a community centre using self help and mutual aid. It 
is expected that the families are empowered to initiate a sustainable development process. During the 
sequence of housing projects financed by SELAVIP AS has gained experience and technical knowledge to 
contribute in an effective way to the acute problem of shelter in this very poor country. Contact: Arturo Celedón  
aceledon@americasolidaria.org 
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 13/08 NICARAGUA, Managua Construction  of basic units
US$ 25.000 HABITAR

Habitar will again build incremental houses of 18 m2, 2 
rooms, steel structure, concrete walls and zinc plates 
roofing. The houses have paved floor, one door and 2 
windows. Building will be implemented with a strategy of 
organized and assisted self help. Each house will be 
financed by i) a subsidy of US$ 1.300; ii) a loan of US$ 440; 
iii) a down payment of US$ 120. Habitar provides free 
technical assistance. Contact: Ninette Morales, 
habitar@cablenet.com.ni  (See footnote on page 8) 

14 /08 NICARAGUA/ Masaya Basic units in poor settlements 
US$ 25.000 MASINFA
This Project together with the initiative presented by Habitar continues to build a new approach to low cost 
housing by using prefabricated components and to build incremental units without public support. Families 
living in very unsafe shelter made of cardboard, plastic and other waste material will be provided shelter to 
reduce the spread of diseases and to grant some privacy and comfort. Houses will be built in San Fernando, 
an area where potable water and electricity are available, but streets are in bad shape and there is no rain 
water evacuation.  80% of families are in the process of legalizing the tenure of their sites. Fundación Colmena 
will again be responsible of design, manufacturing components and basic on site assembly, whit collaboration 
of the beneficiaries. Contact: Olinto Valle, masinfaproyectos@gmail.com (See footnote on page 8) 
 15/08 NICARAGUA/ Managua  Housing Improvement in Los Laureles Sur
 US$ 20.000 FUNDESONIC
This area of Managua is very populated. Average family size 
is over 7 members and 70 % are unemployed. A major 
problem is precarious shelter. Because of highly deteriorated 
roofs, walls and floors most children youngsters and elderly 
inhabitants are exposed to accidents and diseases.  The 
project will improve 30 houses by renovating the structures, 
roofs and walls. Technical assistance will be provided by an 
engineer. A social work will also be developed to train 
families on issues such as family relations, maintenance of 
house and neighborhood and income generation.  
Contact: Joseth Guillén Monterrubio 
fundesonic2005@yahoo.com.mx  

16/08 PANAMÁ/Darién Improving housing conditions of refugees
US$ 18.244 Servicio Jesuita a Refugiados Panamá 
Housing units will be built for 2 communities 
(Jaque and Puerto Piña)  in the Darien 
Province. The beneficiaries will be refugees 
and citizens of Panama who are very poor.  
Within a period of one year and a half five 
houses will be built in Jaque and 10 houses in 
Puerto Piña.  Families will contribute with non 
skilled labor and local authorities will finance 
other construction items and operational costs. 
By funding activities in the area of housing for 
JRS Panama for some years we expect to 
establish a solid commitment of this agency 
with the problem of sheltering the poor. 
Sharing this experience with other Latin 
American JRS and SELAVIP could eventually 
convince them to also address housing in their 
context. Contact: José Mendoza, 
jmendozaj05@yahoo.com 
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17/ 08 PARAGUAY / Asunción  Cristo Roga 
US$  30.000 CEPAG & Servicio de Voluntariado Social. 
In the Bañados of Asuncion (area by the river) 90% of 
settlers have severe housing problems that cause all sorts 
of diseases, difficult family relations, violence and 
promiscuity. The first experience of SERVOS was in 2004, 
when they tried to build 53 houses in this area with the 
approval of Government. That project could not be 
completed because of lack of funds. Only 3 houses were 
built on stilts so the floods could not affect them. The 
families and volunteers participated in the building 
process. Based on this experience CEPAG and SERVOS 
now want to build new homes for very poor families in 
Bañado Sur-Asunción. SELAVIP funds are requested for 
building materials. The community and volunteers will 
actually build the houses. We suggest to finance this 
project for it will have an impact on young professionals 
and students, and can give birth to a permanent program 
implemented by this foundation linked to the Jesuit 
Society. Contact: Margarita Alcaráz, cepag@cepag.org.py  

 18/08 PERÚ/ Lima  Securing land tenure and Access to basic services
US$ 24.420 Instituto MORAY

Migration to urban areas is still a significant trend in Peru that extends informal settlements in the outskirts of 
cities. Families occupy land without considering if it is adequate for permanent housing or if services can be 
easily introduced. If they do not have access to “livable” land they build their makeshift homes on sandy 
areas, steep slopes and wetland. In Ventanilla district the houses are precarious and located on unstable 
and insecure land without previous planning, so it will be very difficult in the future to provide sanitation and 
water. This project will facilitate access of the poor to basic infrastructure and eventually make possible for 
them to apply for housing subsidies granted by the State. For this they need to prepare technical studies and 
documentation to be presented to the Municipality, relocate some families in an orderly manner to formalize 
property rights and develop a risk management program. All this needs to be done considering an active 
participation of communities.  During the years we have been funding Moray we could assess their 
effectiveness; still, we are insisting that they look for local resources to become sustainable. Contact:  Carlos 
Armas, institutomoray@yahoo.es 
19/08 REP. DOMINICANA/ Sto. Domingo  Mejoramiento de vivienda y del hábitat en barrios 
US$ 21.680 Ciudad Alternativa
This project will improve the quality of life of the population excluded from 13 marginalized districts of Santo 
Domingo, by promoting the right to housing and to an adequate habitat. Since these areas were formed by 
land invasions, they are poorly developed so families do not have access to basic services.  The districts are 
located near rivers used to evacuate industrial wastes. The communities live in very unsafe conditions for 
about 10 years, and now the governmental agencies prefer to eradicate them in order to clear the area for 
new developments instead of trying to improve their environment. The proponent will organize families to 
fight for their legal right to remain on a site that they occupied for 10 to 20 years, and to gradually improve 
the urban services and houses in these districts. Contact: Román Batista, ciudad2alt@yahoo.es 
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Africa  
20/08 BURUNDI Social & economic integration of batwa 
US$ 48.148 Jesuit Refugee Service  Burundi 

JRS has been building houses for batwa families with 
SELAVIP funds (Proj.22/07) and wants to continue 
working with that community. There are already 
experienced staff/labor .The batwa organized a  
committee of 10 elected members to implement and 
supervise this project. The local government is very 
participative in sensitizing.  Now they plan to provide 
homes to those batwa families who were not included last 
year by building 47 more houses and 30 toilets. This will 
favor their integration to the surrounding communities. The 
project also will generate capacities and local initiatives to 
guarantee their health and economic security. SELAVIP 
funds will finance building materials  
Contact: Fr. Pascal NIyonkuru, Jrs Country Director 
nipasy@yahoo.com 

21/08  BURUNDI House project for Batwa families 
US$ 48.100 Action Batwa – Missionaries  of Africa
The Batwa are the "forgotten minority" among the 3 ethnical groups in Burundi, neglected and discriminated by 
the local society. To facilitate their integration the first step is to regain their dignity and to create a stable 
environment by building a house. The house is a symbol of pride and respect that makes possible to partially 
leave behind the nomadic past and access basic social facilities. This project continues the work of project 
23/07 which was very successful. 70 families carefully selected by Action Batwa will be assisted to build bricks 
and clear the land. Then carpenters from surrounding villages will be hired and materials purchased to build 
70 houses. The project will be complemented with educational activities for children, training for income 
generation by agriculture and medical assistance. 
Contact: Fr. Elias MWEBEMBEZI (M. Afr)  mwebembezielias@yahoo.fr  
22/08 CAMEROUN/Yaoundé Housing improvement and pit latrines in Nkolbisson & Oyomabang
US$ 48.000 Collectif Interafricain des Habitants CIAH-Cameroun
The slum areas of Nkolbisson et Oyomabang, 
located on the border of the recently formalized 
commune of Yaoundé 7 attract many poor 
families evicted from other parts of the city, to 
build their precarious shelter in order to survive. 
This project will address critical conditions of 
these settlements such as extreme poverty, 
overcrowding, illness and lack of basic urban 
services and facilities. It will explore new ways to 
meet the housing problems of the poor by 
empowering local communities to upgrade their 
shelter and thereby reducing the risk of health 
problems (malaria, etc) and environmental 
disasters (floods, landslides).  The families will 
provide labor and some building materials; CIAH 
will incorporate other partners of the academic 
field and the local Municipality to make the 
process sustainable in time. SELAVIP funds will 
be used to buy materials. Contact: Joseph Funtim  jfumtim@yahoo.com 
23/ 08 CAMEROUN/Yaoundé Developing land for the poor in Yaoundé
US$ 25.000 Coalition ONG & OCB dans le domaine des Establ.Humains CONGEH  
About 400 000 poor persons are in risk of disasters and evictions in informal settlements of Yaoundé. 
CONGEH is addressing this problem by setting up « Cliniques de Consultation Foncière » with the support of 
several international entities, organizing campaigns to denounce this situation, organize poor communities  to 
stand up for their rights and explore alternative ways to provide secure and safe homes to informal settlers.  In 
this context a pilot project of social housing will be implemented and land will be made accessible for 200 
families by buying 4 hectares. CONGEH proposes that SELAVIP finances i) the viabilization of 200 sites and 
ii) the building of 15 pilot houses at US$ 2.700 each. These pilot houses are too expensive to become a 
realistic option for the poor so we propose to fund the sites and provide US$ 5.000 to explore a technical 
alternative of shelter that can really respond to the massive needs of the poorest in Yaoundé.     
Contact: Mme. AYSSI NGONO Julienne  cdrcongeh@yahoo.fr 
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24/08 CAMEROUN/ Kumba  Community based initiatives to secure shelter for the poor
US$ 20.000 Centre for Environmental and Agricultural Development CEADEV
As a result of economic problems in some sectors of Cameroun 
the exodus of rural population to urban areas is causing 
congestion and a severe housing shortage in Kumba. CEADEV 
plans to implement a strategy to reduce homelessness by 
promoting participation and providing assistance to poorest 
families so they can build their houses. Contributions of SELAVIP 
will be combined with resources from CEADV, Municipalities and 
Councils. We propose to fund building materials for 40 families as 
a first phase of a project which could be extended next year if it 
proves to be successful.  Contact: Mr. SONE Henry KWENE and 
Mr. EKOME SAME Lucas; ceadev77@yahoo.ca 

25/08 CAMEROUN/ Bamenda & Yaoundé “Transforming Lives- Shelter for the homeless poor” 
US$ 20.000 CEPROCUL
In Cameroun the vulnerable groups affected by unemployment, diseases, homelessness, etc., dwell mostly on 
street corners, abandoned cars, train stations, etc. or in precarious shelter in swamps and marshy areas and 
hillsides in the outskirts of urban canters. Many urban council authorities are hostile to these inhabitants, 
preventing them from settling down and gradually improving their homes. CEPROCUL plans to provide low 
cost basic shelter to some of these families, and to rebuild homes that are in a bad condition. SELAVIP could 
collaborate by co- financing the first phases of this project which will gradually extend to 7 cities. Funds would 
finance construction materials and tools for 15 houses in Bamenda and another 15 in Yaoundé. Contact:  
TAMBU MBA´ mdtambu@yahoo.com 
26/08 DR Congo/Kinshasa Resettlement of poor families in Kindobo3 
US$ 31.200 CDDC- Centre de Droit et de Developpement du Congo
CDDC has been building small houses for poor families on a land 
owned by the NGO. In order to continue their work to help the 
numerous poor families of Kinshasa in need of shelter, they are 
requesting financial help from SELAVIP. This help is not only to 
build houses but also to install latrines - some of them in the 
houses that were built last year. If preconditions mentioned in 
footnote are met, SELAVIP could provide funds to build another 
25 houses and 50 latrines.   (See footnote) Contact: Deo 
MULIKUZA MIRINDI mirindidem@yahoo.fr 

27/08 DR Congo / Kinshasa  Housing for the poor in Mpasa 1/Nsele (2. phase) 
US$ 31.000 GE- Grandissons Ensemble ASBL

To continue what was initiated by project 28/07 GE now proposes to 
improve and build new houses that were not financed this year. We 
could notice the positive impact of the project and therefore suggest 
that its completion is funded to continue helping GE working in this 
settlement. They propose to now build for 75 families. Nevertheless, 
as they could not manage to build all 40 houses that were planned 
last year we prefer a more realistic quantity that they can really 
implement: i) 10 housing improvements for families who could not 
receive help last year ii) 30 new houses for other families who do not 
have shelter. This seems to be a more feasible target for GE.   (See 
footnote) (See footnote) Contact: Mme. Marie-Thérèse MULANGA 
mtmulanga@yahoo.fr 

28/08 D.R. Congo Bukavu  Construction of houses for victims of 2008 earthquake
US$ 15.000 ADC -Action pour le Développement du Citoyen ASBL
ADC plans to build simple but safe houses for numerous families of the Bagira commune who were affected 
by an earthquake in June 2008. Households with critical needs will be identified, and land will be secured by 
obtaining certificates of ownership of their sites with local authorities. The sites will be also serviced with 

                                            
3 When we visited Kinshasa this year we could observe that all our projects in this city have problems to increase effectiveness, mainly 
lack of technical skills and poor participation of beneficiaries. Therefore a workshop was organized in July to share the experience of other 
African countries with this group of NGOs. Results were not satisfactory and we should insist on training them. We also should condition 
the transfer of future funds to their participation in these activities 
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electrification and water systems, and a permanent collaboration with governmental, provincial and municipal 
entities established to facilitate the settlement of families in their new homes. Again, we propose that ADC 
starts with 20 houses, a number that could be extended in a future project if they manage to meet this 
challenge.  Contact: Emmanuel NSHOKANO MUKENGERE emmanuelnshokano@yayoo.fr 
29/08D.R. Congo / Bukavu Housing for families stigmatized by HIV/AIDS 
US$ 27.335 UPASSO- UPATANISHI ASSOCIATION
Discriminating people affected by all kinds of political social, economical and cultural problems is a common 
attitude of many sectors of society in this country. This causes not only hate and indifference, but also 
deepens poverty and vulnerability of the poor and excluded. UPASSO wants to help families suffering from 
AIDS to feel that they can progress in life, by providing an adequate house and incorporating them into a 
program to reflect upon ways of overcoming discrimination and other problems. SELAVIP would fund the 
construction of 20 houses. . Contact: Mme. MWAVITI KALUBALA upasso2@yahoo.fr 
30/08 RUANDA/ Kayové Construction of houses for widows and orphans 
US$30.000 EPM- Les Enfants du Père Martin ASBL
EPM wants to continue helping very poor widows still living in the woods to access housing, so they can be 
safe from social and sanitary risks. The houses are built in small communities so they can have a voice to 
demand assistance from the Government. They were given land and need funds to buy building materials. As 
the widows adopt orphans, they have extended families that need bigger houses than a "normal" family. Each 
house will have 3 bedrooms, a living room and a toilet. EPM asks for resources to match their own funds. We 
suggest to co- finance 18 houses or reduce our participation from 66% to 50% of the original budget for 25 
houses. Contact: Inge Quatraro famille.quatraro@skynet.be 
31/08 South Africa /Cape Town  Ikhayalami- shelter  for extreme social emergency 
US$ 20.000 PEP- People´s Environmental Planning 

The legacy of racially discriminatory aparthed policies and 
segregation of land means that the majority of the South 
African poor live in undesirable areas that are prone to 
flooding, fires, and wrought with extreme overcrowding.  
These informal settlements are often marginalized from 
public services and employment opportunities, and 
inhabitants face the threat of eviction. To help break the 
cycles of poverty and vulnerability PEP wants to set up a 
fund to provide fully-subsidized shelters to the most destitute 
families, including victims of fires, floods, and other extreme 
cases of poverty.  The assistance will include linking them to 
community networks.  SELAVIP has been supporting this 
initiative for some years, but PEP has difficulties to become 
autonomous even if there have been important efforts and 

achievements in that direction. Therefore we suggest to provide a fund to produce 25 houses for extremely 
vulnerable and poor families. Exchanges with Latin American partners with experience in prefabrication of low 
cost units is also desirable.  Contact: Andy Bolnick andy@ikhayalami.org 
32/08  SOUDAN/ Khartoum Shelter construction and improvements for the homeless
US$ 52.031 JRS Jesuit Refugee Service 
About 325.000 IDPs live in official camps in Khartoum and 1,5 million scattered in unauthorized squatter 
settlements. At least 36% intend to stay in the city and do not plan to return to their homeland. JRS 
collaborates with other entities to provide shelter to the most vulnerable: households headed by women, 
elderly, disabled, and others affected by HIV/AIDS. This initiative also includes access to education for 
children. SELAVIP funds would be used to build and improve 90 houses both for the landless and the land 
owners among these families. 65 families will be helped by rehabilitation of precarious existing structures, and 
25 by procuring land and building new shelter.   Contact: JRS Housing Programme Officer  
33/08 SOUDAN/Wau Construction of houses for siblings and abandoned women 
US$ 22.400 Jesuit Residence, Loyola School
South Sudan has now enjoyed three years of relative peace. During this period many residents of Wau who 
had fled to other places during the war are now returning. This is causing big housing problems.  Often the 
poor people who had no means of escaping from Wau occupied abandoned buildings whose owners are now 
returning and claiming.  Many other returnees find no shelter and have to stay with relatives or friends in small 
huts which are already overcrowded. SELAVIP funds will be used to build new houses for 20 very poor 
families of returnees. The traditional shelter in the region is a grass house, but JRS shifted from grass roofs to 
metal roofs because i) grass roofs are attacked by white ants and last only for some years; ii) the cost of grass 
is almost the same as zinc, but it needs to be constantly repaired. Additionally, some resources are requested 
to repair 50 grass roofs and 20 windows and doors of houses belonging to blind, crippled and other destitute 
people. Contact: Fr. Albert Said sj  albertsaid@gmail.com 
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34/08 TANZANIA/Dar-es-Salaam  Urban poor resettlement project
US$ 30.000 CCI Centre for Community Initiatives 
CCI and Tanzania Urban Poor Federation TUPF are working with poor communities to find alternative land 
and shelter for families displaced by the redevelopment of the port area. TUPDF was able to secure a green 
field of 30 acres and now is collaborating with the Municipality in surveying the land. The Municipality will 
facilitate a block security of tenure and support planning and development of the houses. The project will 
support construction of incremental houses to demonstrate to the government, professionals and society in 
general that resettlement can be conducted in an effective way. It could also influence policy changes as to 
standards to be applied to plot size and design to make houses affordable to the poor. The community will 
obtain loans from their savings schemes to build the foundation of the houses, participate in the selection 
process and contribute with labor to reduce the costs of the houses. SELAVIP funds would be initially used to 
finance construction materials for 40 houses and eventually be a revolving fund, when beneficiaries repay the 
cost of the house to TUPF.  Contact: Tim NDEZI  ccitanzania@gmail.com 
35/08 UGANDA/Jinja Pilot Urban Poor housing Construction
US$ 33.000 ACTogether Uganda 
The slum of Kawama is situated on the border of 
one of the biggest and fastest growing urban 
centers of Uganda. The settlement is prone to 
frequent floods and fires and cholera outbreaks. It 
lacks basic infrastructure such as roads, drainage, 
electricity and piped water. More than 70% of the 
residents of Kawama live in very poor housing 
conditions. Security of tenure is a major issue as 
88% of Kawama families are tenants, who face 
increasing threats of eviction as the city develops. 
In 2006 a group of residents decided to initiate 
savings to purchase land and housing. The group 
has grown to 268 members who meet weekly to 
discuss their savings and a strategy for housing. 
Negotiations with the Jinja Municipality 
successfully led to the allocation of 7.6 acres of 
land. While the Municipality provides road and 
drainage infrastructure, the slum dwellers will build permanent housing with building materials financed by 
SELAVIP. The project will demonstrate an innovative approach that has potential to be more pro-poor, 
effective and sustainable. It was developed in close liaison with representatives of the Kawama community 
and officials from the Jinja Municipal Council.  Contact: Rosemary Mbabazi rosembabazi@gmail.com  Julie 
Crespin  Julie.crespin@gmail.com 
36/08 ZAMBIA /Choma Scaling up community led initiatives 
US$ 40.000 People´s Process on Housing and Poverty in Zambia
Nearly half of informal urban settlements in Zambia are illegal. They are not recognized by authorities, and risk 
of eviction is a limitation for communities to engage in upgrading their habitat. PPHPZ and Zambia Homeless 
and Poor People´s Federation are working together to lobby local authorities to provide land for housing 
development in several cities. The recent acquisition of land by Choma federation implies a big opportunity to 
scale up and attract the attention of the government. The project is important because i) it is a very good land 
close to services so the community can connect at low cost; ii) the Council wants to implement this project with 
the federation, and provides equipments for land development; iii) the Choma federation is strong and 
organized, with capacities in the field of negotiation and construction. SELAVIP would fund 50 starter houses.  
The last project funded for PPHP had a delay but finally was completed in a successful manner and audited 
reports sent to SELAVIP. 
Contact: Nelson Ncube nelsonvusa@yahoo.com   nelson@peoplesprocess.org.zm 
37/08 ZIMBABWE/Kariba  Securing land tenure for evictees 
US$ 35.500 Dialogue on Shelter Trust
Since 2005 the government of Zimbabwe has carried on mass evictions of urban settlements in Kariba. Public 
plans are insufficient to house this population, and many projects are abandoned because of lack of 
resources. Evictees try to survive in squatter settlements that are destroyed one time after another. That is the 
case of Mahombekombe. Dialogue and Zimbabwe Homeless People´s Federation negotiated with the 
Municipality that 50 stands were allocated to the Federation next to partially constructed government houses. 
According to building codes, the stands can not be occupied because there is no water and sanitation. But if  
families do not move in they could loose their sites. Considering the threat of eviction, this project will install 
communal water taps and temporary toilets so the families can take occupy their stands. House construction 
will be carried out once families are on site. SELAVIP resources would finance water and sewer reticulation 
and access roads to serve 50 houses. Contact: Patience Mudimu patience@dialogshelter.co.zw 
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Asia 
38/08 BANGLADESH/Dhaka Improvement of slums through proper housing (3. phase) 
US$ 27.860 Shelter for the Poor
In Dhaka about 3.7 million people live in 5.000 slums; 
55% on privately owned land and 45% on public land.  
These people do not have access to water, shelter, 
sanitation or other urban services. They also lack 
security for evictions are frequent and carried on with 
violence, particularly on public land. Shelter for the 
Poor provides support to these urban poor and puts 
forward their demands to authorities and other relevant 
actors. In recent years a more positive attitude of 
authorities towards slums has been achieved. 
SELAVIP supported the 2 previous phases of this 
initiative. The challenge of this project is to work in a 
settlement on privately owned land on lease for 5 
years. The lease can be renewed. It includes building 
houses, communal latrines and kitchen and a water 
supply system. Considering that this project should 
progress towards sustainability, we propose to only finance the following items mentioned in the budget: i) 40 
houses; ii) 5 latrines. The proponent would have to identify other sources for complementary funds. Contact: 
Abu Rayhan Al-Beeroonee  albeeroonee@shelterforthepoor.org 
39/08 CAMBODIA/ Kampong Improving land and housing security in Kampong Cham City 
US$ 23.500 UPDF- Urban Poor Development Fund 

The original project proposes to act in 3 cities: Phnom 
Penh, Bantey Meanchey and Kampong Cham. After 
evaluating the work of UPDF during our visit in August, we 
prefer to finance only one city in order to achieve better 
quality results. We suggest that they continue with 
resettlement but with more technical and operational 
involvement. The community of Chey Chamneas in Phnom 
Penh is formed by 47 families forcefully evicted. They will 
be moved to Dangkor District about 17 km. from the city to 
54 sq. m. sites. They will receive some support from 
Government for infrastructure. SELAVIP funds would be to 
help families to build their houses, but we would previously 
demand that a project is submitted that guarantees better 
housing quality than in projects developed until now. 
Contact: Somsak Phonpakdee  updf@forum.org.kh 

40/08 INDIA / Thodupuzha Barrier free environment for physically challenged (Phase 2) 
US$ 48.000 SRI- Santighiri Rehabilitation Institute
 The focus of SRI is a community based as well as career oriented rehabilitation of Persons with Disabilities 
(PWD). Those PWD belonging to very vulnerable and poor families face many difficulties to lead a normal life 
inside their home and within the community. They live in small and precarious rooms and unstable conditions, 
and the limitations to use wheelchairs or move around make interaction with other people quite difficult. They 
also lack attached and accessible toilets. To rehabilitate a poor PWD it is necessary to build specific 
accommodation into the family house. This project is carried on from an earlier housing intervention where 
SELAVIP financed 60 out of 120 houses for which assistance had been sought. Now SRI will address the 
waiting list building special rooms of 10.8 sq.m and toilets with adequate fittings, side handles and hand rails. 
To facilitate integration to family and community the entire house will also be adapted by fixing hand rails on 
the walls and building a ramp to the yard / compound.  Contact: Fr. Paul Parakattel CMI  
Santhi_g@satyam.net.in 
41/08 INDIA /Kanjirapally Low cost housing for urban poor 
US$ 25.000 SIDA- Society for Integral Development Action 
This project will build 30 m2 houses for the poorest sections of the urban poor in 5 townships and help them 
improve their living conditions. They will be enrolled in a nearby Self-Help Group so they can participate in a 
savings and credit program and integrate into community. The houses will be built by the families with 
materials that are locally available. The houses will be of 30 m2 size with 2 living rooms and a toilet. When 
possible a small kitchen will be added. The use of more realistic standards and cost (US$ 925 per unit) than 
those of other KERALA projects we funded before could be an innovative experience for other entities. We 
would fund 50 units this year.  Contact: George Thomas  georgesawr@gmail.com 
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42/08 INDIA / New Delhi Housing and Community Participation  
US$25.000 IDEA- Institute for Development Education & Action
IDEA has been fighting against eviction and promoting better living conditions for the urban poor all over in 
India. Where eviction is unavoidable they try to negotiate for alternative rehabilitation. Sometimes they 
succeed to get a piece of land after protracted movements and negotiations but in most cases no rehabilitation 
becomes possible.  In New Delhi around 40%t of the population live in slums and squatter settlements. During 
the last five years more than 100,000 families have been evicted, but only 3000 have been provided sites in 
far-off areas of the city where basic amenities and working opportunities are lacking. IDEA in collaboration with 
Urban Poor Forum, New Delhi, has been successful to get alternative site for 300 families at Narula for 
rehabilitation of families evicted from Laksmi Nagar and helped them to build houses with matching support. 
However, there are still around 50 families living in thatched houses in sub-human conditions without basic 
amenities. SELAVIP would provide US$ 500 to reconstruct these houses. Contact: Rabial Mallick 
rabial@cal.vsnl.net.in 
43/08 INDIA/ Delhi  Shelter the slum Dwellers 
US$ 12.000 LVI- Loyola Vocational Institute
LVI is an academic entity in Delhi involved with community development programs in the slums. As part of its 
activities LVI plans to launch a housing program in the nearby slums and resettlement colonies. Communities 
have different profiles but their situation is similar. There are migrants who came in search of work but are 
unskilled. Most of them work as coolies, cycle rickshaw pullers, vegetables or fruit sellers, small tea shop 
owners on the road side or garbage collectors. They lack basic facilities and live in makeshift huts.  If these 
groups are given an opportunity to live in dignity they will integrate into society as productive members. That is 
why this project will facilitate the construction of low cost houses for the most vulnerable families, mostly 
headed by women and young people, and empower them to improve their living conditions. The cost of 
proposes houses is high (US$ 2.000) but we will try to discuss that with the proponent.  
 Contact: Fr. Jose Kuriakose sj  loyolanios@rediffmail.com   jmanivelil@rediffmail.com 
44/08 NEPAL / Refugee camps Construction of classrooms  
US$ 32.000 Caritas Nepal and Jesuit Refugee Service

A resettlement process of refugees has begun in 2008, but around 95,000 Bhutanese 
refugees shall continue to live in the seven camps in eastern Nepal. 26,311 children 
are expected to be enrolled in the formal schools in the camps in 2009. Though the 
students are gradually decreasing, the vacant classrooms are used for the spoken 
English courses for the adult refugees with priority to the refugee women. 476 
classrooms have been repaired with SELAVIP funds in 2007 and 2008. 127 
classrooms still need to be reconstructed and more toilets and water facilities 
provided.  Based on an assessment of repair of classrooms by the Technical Officer of 
Caritas Nepal, academic staff and representatives of refugees, materials will be 
procured and building will be started from end of April 2009 with the involvement of 
refugee skilled and unskilled laborers.  We propose that SELAVIP only provides funds 
for classrooms as the situation of refugees is now being solved.  Contact: Fr. K. B. 

Bogati  caritas@mail.com.np  jrsbrep@ntc.net.np 
45/08 Pakistan/Rawalpindi  Community Development and Participation 
US$ 10.000 AHKMT - Akhter Hamid Khan Memorial Trust 
AHKMT is working for some year with the support of 
SELAVIP as a bridge among the local community, NGO’s, 
GO’s and International Agencies. They now plan to address 
the problem of lack of sanitation, sewerage and water 
conditions in 10 areas of the city, by developing maps of 
these areas and creating awareness among the urban 
society.  The plan is to install services in 36 streets by self 
help, to raise awareness among the community and 
organize an urban forum to access the use of public 
resources. AHKMT already has presence in the 
communities, and local representatives will be involved. This 
group should find new resources to continue operating. 
Contact: Sumaira Gul   ahkmt2000@yahoo.com 
46 /08 PAKISTAN / Faisalabad  Housing support for poor people 
US$ 25.000 AIM- Identity, Merge  and Action
Working with the grassroots community AIM became aware of the importance of finding affordable housing 
solutions for the poor families, in order to improve their general living conditions. These families have to spend 
most part of their income paying rents, and this is the main cause of their illiteracy, poor health and social 
exclusion. Not having a home causes many other problems in the area of education, labor and legal status.  
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The plan is to organize a community around the housing program, then to set up a pilot project of affordable 
shelter for those who are in urgent need of shelter and educate the community so the project can be replicated 
and sustained in time for all persons in need. The cost of houses is adequate (US$ 500 each) so we suggest 
financing this project. For this first phase we would fund 50 houses, a number that could be extended next 
year according to results. Contact: Anthony Matthew Gill  aimnog@brain.net.pk 
47 /08  Philippines / Cebu City Comprehensive development of slum dweller of the South Coast 
US$ 14.497 Pagtambayayong  and DISOP 
In the barangay of Mambaling on the Southern Cost of 
Cebu City lives a group of indigenous people who migrated 
from Mindanao nearly 30 years ago and now are 
integrated into the community. There are 2 groups: i) 200 
families affected by a fire in temporary houses and ii) other 
two group in deplorable urban conditions, without services 
and lacking productive employment. The project target 
group is a total of 600 families, and actions geared at an 
integral development include community organization, 
training, income generation and housing. SELAVIP agreed 
to co finance this project with DISOP for 3 years with a 
yearly budget that has been approved in November 2007. 
Contact: Francisco Fernandez pagtamba@yahoo.com  
pagtambayayong@glinesnx.com.ph 
48/08 Philippines / Cebu City  Securing Livable Relocation in Barangay Budlaan  
US$ 32.370 FORGE- Fellowship for Organizing Endeavors Inc.

120 families live in the Suico Property in Barangay Budlaan This is a typical 
relocation site, far from urban center and partially developed, with minimal 
services and precarious footpaths. It is a steep terrain prone to landslides. Road 
are undefined and the site is not accessible for vehicles. The group is well 
organized and shows a potential lobbying power to find resources to improve 
their settlement. The project will i) define the road network and install major 
subdivision roads; ii) construct slope protections; iii) install a drainage system 
and iv) provide step ladders and pathways. We could asses the effectiveness of 
the work of FORGE during a field visit so we suggest that SELAVIP finances 2 
items: pathways and drainage system. Roads and slope protections could be 
built with public funds.  
Contact: Ana Maria "Gwen" Rellin-Ngobalan  forg_cebu@yahoo.com 

 49/08 PHILIPPINES / Iligan City  Housing  for Internally Displaced Persons 
US$ 28.987 Sentro Sa Maayong Magbalantay 
In Iligan City 94.000 persons are landless and 17.087 are squatting. Barangay Saray is the most notorious 
slum area where 93% of the population is poor and lives in squatter settlements. There also are severe social 
problems related to violence and drug consumption. Because of recent calamities (fire, floods and mainly the 
attack of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front) many families migrated to the area after loosing livelihood and 
homes and now live in very unstable conditions. The project will purchase land for families who fled from MILF 
and restore houses that were burned in the war but are now in no war-danger areas. To empower IDPs and 
make possible that they overcome traumas and gain confidence, they will organize and form communities. 
SELAVIP funds are to buy 2.000 m2 of land and build 20 houses as a component of a comprehensive 
development project which includes training for income generation, peace and gender equity.     
Contact: Sr. Mary Zenona Clemen RGS  zenyclemen@yahoo.com 
 50/08 PHILIPPINES /Bacolod City  Community Based processes for Better Homes 
US$ 22.000 VASPHI-  Visayas Alliance for Social and Poverty Housing 
This project is a continuation of last year's project that was presented for 3 cities of Visayas but only received 
assistance for one of them (Tagilbaran). Now VASPHI is applying for a second city, Bacolod, with a similar 
approach. It will promote better homes and neighbourhoods for the urban poor by developing skills to access 
land and basic services by negotiating with the government. Numerous existing organizations will come 
together in a city wide federation that has the power to stand up for their rights, formulate its own agenda and 
to involve local governments in community driven urban processes. They will also collect information to justify 
necessary interventions by the government and to obtain resources to finance them. The project will also 
strengthen capacities of the local governments to dialogue with the urban poor help the organizations to 
acquire land, basic services and to assist them to implement participative strategies. .  We personally reviewed 
the first project and could evaluate its positive impact.  
Contact: Ma. Joy B. Jarabelo  sansebastian_foundation@yahoo.com 
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51/08 SRI LANKA /Moratuwa Assistance to Build Houses in Samarakoon Watta Slums  
US$ 38.400 SEVANATHA Urban Resource Centre 

 Because of weak financial status of government, poor coordination 
and weakness to maintain housing schemes, the national Housing 
and Urban Development Policy has not prevented rapid growth of 
slums. In Moratuwa Municipal Council near Colombo City, 
Samarakoon-Watta is the poorest urban settlement area. 300 
families live in makeshift houses, with limited access to services and 
urban equipment. SEVANATHA in collaboration with Woman’s Bank 
will assist them to improve their homes, provide financial and 
technical assistance, strengthen the organizations and implement a 
livelihood program. Housing will be carried out on self-help basis, 
and installments issued through Women’s Bank. SELAVIP would 
fund 40% of total cost. Contact: K.A. Jayaratne  sevanata@sltnet.lk 

 52/08 SRI LANKA /Hambantota Home for Homeless  
US$29.400 Canada- SRi Lanka Life Development Centre

Due to natural disasters and endemic poverty in this district there 
is a permanent fight among the homeless and the orphaned to 
secure shelter. The project will provide long-term developmental 
care for Tsunami affected and homeless people through strategic 
services involving land, shelter, health care, education/training and 
others. Most of the children of orphaned and homeless families 
receive education and health from CSLDC; however there are not 
enough funds to provide them a piece of land or to secure shelter.  
On the other hand, organizational skills, expertise, experienced 
technical staff, human resources (volunteers), and necessary 
equipment are in place. The project will purchase sites for those 
who do not have land; provide permanent buildings and roof 
structure. If resources can be found to buy the land, SELAVIP 

could fund the repair and building of 75 houses.  Contact: Rev. W. Pangnasara  wsara123@yahoo.com 
 53/08 Thailand  Supporting Housing for the poorest in Baan Mankong Program  
US$ 60.000 ACHR Asian Coalition for  Housing Rights 
The "Secure Housing Program" supports city-wide slum upgrading. In 
230 cities about 75,000 families have participated in 650 projects 
which emphasize community-led development, collective rights on 
land which they negotiate and reconstruction of housing. A subsidy is 
provided for the construction of infrastructure or social facilities and a 
loan which community housing cooperatives will then pass on to their 
members. It is an important principle that all families of the slum can 
access these benefits, but poorest among these very poor families 
cannot contribute to buy land or construct new houses.  In order to 
include them as proper members of new housing projects, a fund will 
be set up to grant them about 600 US$ and thus enable them to 
participate. The fund will be managed jointly by ACHR and the public 
entity in charge of the upgrading program. SELAVIP would provide the 
initial resources, and if the pilot experience is successful other donors will be identified to make it sustainable. 
Contact: Somsook Boonyabancha somsook@loxinfo.co.th 
54/08 VIETNAM / Viet Tri Housing support to the poorest of Nong Trang Ward, 
US$ 30.000 enda Vietnam
In Nong Trang Ward the poor live in communal attached houses in critical conditions, such as overcrowding, 
deteriorated buildings, collapsed services, unsafe power grid and unclear legal status of property. A 
conventional resettlement project has been delayed several times. This pilot project based on a participatory 
approach and the poor community’s capacities, will replace forced eviction. The City Community development 
fund (CDF) network established in 1997 has been gradually strengthened. The network supervises the 
savings and loans system to make sure that it works in an efficient way and becomes sustainable. In Nong 
Trang ward there are 8 saving groups with 133 members. Some beneficiaries live in temporary houses with 
high risk of landside in Nong Trang ward. Other families will be assisted to obtain land and housing security 
and to consolidate participation process. A new partnership between enda Vietnam, ACVN and ACHR will 
make possible to scale up this strategy at national level. Financial support from SELAVIP will be for the 
poorest households in critical conditions who have insufficient resources to build their houses after receiving 
land.  Contact: Bang Anh Tuan  endavietnam@viettel.vn 

 


